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We Sell At Least One ECO FM Transmitter Per Day!! 

PREVENT LIGHTNING DAMAGE! 
IMPROVE RELIABILITY! 
STAY ON THE AIR! 
NEW! PowerClamp surge suppressors prevent lightning- induced 
AC spikes and surges from damaging your equipment! 

PowerClamp virtually eliminates the transients, surges, and 
waveform distortions that cause transmitter and studio gear 
failures, computer lockups, and unexplainable malfunctions. 

PowerClamp will protect your investment and keep you on the air! 

HENRY 

193 C 
For user testimonials and detailed information, 
visit www.henryeng.com 

41 Broadcasters 
1111eGeneral Store 
Get great deals on all Henry products at BGS! 
www.bgs.cc 

Call us: 352.6227700 

ENERGY-ONIX ECO Transmitters are 
the most popular FM Transmitters ever 
built. There are at least 1000 of these 
transmitters operating world wide. 

They utilize one zero bias triode operat-
ing in a grounded grid mode and incor-
porate a solid state driver and frequency 
agile exciter. Their reliability is unprec-
edented and their prices are realistic. 

Do you want to know more details? Con-
tact our office or your neighbor — he 
must have an ECO transmitter. Or, bet-
ter yet — visit our modern 35,000 sq. 
ft. factory in beautiful "Upstate" New 
York and "Kick the Tires." 

  ENERGY-ONIX 
- 4111111 -

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CO.. INC. 

HERE ARE SOME OF THE REASONS 

• Honest Prices 

• Understandable Control System 

• Single, Long Life, Triode in 
Grounded Grid Configuration 

• No Neutralization Required 

• Minimum Plate Voltage 
(7500 Volts for 25KW Output) 

• Solid State IPA with Loads of 
Reserve 

• Automatic Power Output Control 

• VSWR Foldback and Trip Control 

• Extremely Long Tube Life 

• Personalized Technical Support 
from Competent Engineers who 
Designed These Transmitters 

• Models Available at 4, 6, 8, 10, 
15, 22, 25, 30, 40 & 50KW 

• Manufactured in our U.S.A. 
Factory 

"The Transmitter People" 

P.O. Box 801, 1306 River St., Valatie, NY 12184 

VOICE: 518-758-1690/888-324-6649 FAX: 518-758-1476 

E-MAIL: energy-onix a energy-onix.com 

WEB PAGE: www.energy-onix.com 
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Simian 1.6 is the result of input from 

numerous BSI users. Thanks to their 

input, Simian now includes an on-

screen weather display that updates 

from the internet. 

he new Simian also includes 

sophisticated new Voice-Tracking 

functionality allowing Voice-Tracking 

days in advance, even from remote 

studios, and an improved ability to 

verify logs before air play. 

Simian is still the most feature-rich 

automation system in the industry and 

provides powerful, reliable broadcast 

automation for stations in the US and 

around the world. 
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Who Put the Splicing Tape 
On the Capstan of Life? 

Well, folks, what can we say? It has been 
a busy year — sometimes almost a blur. The 
past twelve months of 2003 have seen quite a 
few changes in the face and direction of Radio 
Guide. And, yes, we have more changes and 
additions planned for 2004. 

The response has been rewarding. From all 
corners of the industry, we have heard from 
many of you, and we are pleased that you find 
Radio Guide worth reading. Of course, that 
also pleases the fine folks who support us with 
their advertising, and we thank those of you 
who have taken the time to thank our adver-
tisers. 

As we move ahead, the one thing we want 
to be is responsive. Please let us know what 
you would like to see in Radio Guide. In fact, 
why not consider sharing your experiences 
with us by writing an article? Share a tech tip. 
Or, how about telling the story of why you 
love working in the broadcast industry? 

We hope to see you at the Spring NAB 
show in Las Vegas, and have a chance to chat 
about what you like and what improvements 
will make Radio Guide more useful to you. 
After all, that is the reason we are here. Let us 
make 2004 a great year to grow together! 

Broadcast Software International 
1925 Bailey Hill Road, Suite A 
Eugene, OR 97405 
www.bsiusa.com 
888-BSI-USA1 (888-274-8721) 
info@bsiusa.com 
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Radio Guide Visits ERI 
by Barry Mishkind 

(CHANDLER, IN - December 2003) Normally, 
when you mention Tom Silliman and ERI, people 
immediately think of "that guy who hangs off the 
Empire State Building all the time." And it is true, 
Silliman has been the "go to" guy to solve antenna 
problems in the sky for over 30 years now. He could 
write a book about all the interesting transmission 
sites on which he has stood at the top. 

Silliman and ERI, however, have their collective 
feet planted firmly on the ground. The company, its 
products and services are designed from the ground 
up to be of the highest quality, and any engineer 
taking over a station with an ERI antenna knows he 
usually has little to worry about. Even visitors to an 
ERI work site cannot help but be impressed with 
Silliman's concern and eagle eye for safety: The 
"Watch your head!" and other cautions heard repeat-
edly are just part of the reason ERI has never had a 
fatality on the job site. 

BEGINNINGS 
Founded as Electronics Research Inc. in 1943 to 

manufacture antennas and conduct avionics re-
search for use in World War II airplanes like the 
P-41, ERI was purchased by Tom's father, Robert 
Silliman, in the late 1950s, and shifted the company's 
focus to civilian uses, such as manufacturing broad-
cast antennas. Over the years, many key develop-
ments in antenna design and construction have been 
pioneered by ERI, from internally fed circularly 
polarized FM antennas, to temperature compen-
sated RF filters, to the new dual port antennas for 
IBOC. From small low power single station anten-
nas, to their trademark RototillerTM design, to com-
plex combiners into wideband panel antennas, ERI 
has built and tested them. 

However, a visit to the ERI facility in Chandler, 
Indiana quickly shows that ERI is far more than 
merely an FM antennas company. Housed in the 
145,000 square foot facility, are over 200 employ-
ees, ranging from Registered Professional Engineers 
in electronics and structural analysis, to skilled 
machinists, to experienced riggers. Using state of the 
art machinery, every necessary component can be 
fabricated to order. There is even a "training tower" 
for new employees to learn proper climbing tech-
niques. A few miles away, the 70 acre test range, 
provides a place where antennas can be field proven. 

Presiding over all this activity is Tom Silliman. 
Whether in his office, designing complex antenna 
sites or checking in from a site somewhere high 
above a city, Silliman's touch and insistence on a 
quality operation is evident. A Cornell University 
trained RPE, with Bachelor's and Master's degrees in 
Electrical Engineering, and over 30 years of working 
with antennas from every conceivable angle, Silliman 
has developed some strong opinions on how to do 
things. A true team leader, he surrounds himself with 
exceptionally capable men and women, yet he 
maintains a very unassuming and personable char-
acter. 

AT THE PLANT 
ERI's manufacturing plant is virtually self-con-

tained and capable of working with the raw metal 
coming in, turning it into a variety of finished 
products. Perhaps the most famous and recognizable 
of ERI products is the Rototiller FM bay. Silliman 
designed the Rototiller in 1975 and first displayed it 
at the NAB in 1976. The antenna received a lot of 
attention for its innovative approach in reducing the 
corona effects (arcing) that had often prevented high 
power RF antennas from full power operation during 
harsh weather conditions. 

The Rototiller design has since become something 
of an industry standard, maximizing mechanical sta-
bility with consistent RF radiation characteristics under 
a variety oi conditions. At the factory, we can see the 
elements of a typical ERI Rototiller FM bay take shape. 

As the unfinished copper, brass and other raw 
metal go through one or more of the two dozen 
computerized machines that mill, bend, form, drill, 
weld and finish the metal, the various parts of an 
antenna take recognizable forms. As the antenna 
comes together, we can see the engineering that is 
involved. Among the design criteria that require 
attention for an effective and efficient FM antenna 
are circularity of pattern, anti-corona resistance, ice 
handling, mechanical ruggedness, and load imped-
ance. Each part and bend of the element has a 
purpose. 

After testing, the final paint 
and finishing touches are made. 

The antenna is ready for packing & shipping. 

The various parts of the antenna all come to-
gether, and are carefully inspected at each step of the 
way. Internal parts, including feed lines are plated, 
and then the entire antenna is assembled and tested 
for mechanical and electrical integrity. 

(Continued on page 6.) 
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Top-Value 
FM Monitor 
Model 531 - $2700 

THIS EASY-TO-USE FM MOD-MONITOR GIVES 

ACCURATE OFF-AIR MEASUREMENTS. 

A wealth of features makes Inovonics' second-generation 531 the 

undisputed value leader in FM monitoring. In addition to the high-
resolution total-mod display, the 531 also shows stereo audio 
levels, SCA and ADS subcarrier injection, plus a relative indication 

of incidental AM noise. A digitally-tuned preselector with 
programmable presets lets you quickly compare your station's 
parameters with those of market companions. 

Signal strength and multipath readouts simplify antenna 
alignment and help validate all measurements. Rear-panel 
appointments include balanced audio out, composite in/outs, and 
both antenna and high-level RF inputs. Alarm tallies are provided 
for overmod, audio loss, carrier loss and excessive multipath. 

jit 1305 Fair Ave • Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
TEL: (831) 458-0552 • FAX: (831) 458-0554 
www.inovon.com • e-mail: infoeinovon.com 

Incevc•ruc s 
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Visit www.inovon.com 
for full technical details. 

HD Radio .ind Cie graphical depiction of HD Radio are trademarks of iBiquity Digital Corporation 

Tieline is the "Clear" choice for 
POTS, ISDN and Wireless Codecs 

IMF veihitZe 
The Essential Codec Checklist 

Compatible with other 15kHz POTS and ISDN codecs 

Unrivalled link stability over POTS (Used for STUs) 

Control of remote talent audio input levels 

15kHz audio bi-directional over POTS 

15kHz audio bi-directional over ISDN (optional) 

GSM Wireless Connectivity for mobile phones 

Automatic Intelligent Gain Control 

Low 100ms POTS latency 

Music/Voice + up to 9600bps data simultaneously 

Remote relay and RS232 control 

Auto Reconnection on power or line loss 

n Upgrade over the internet 

7. Rugged Metal Construction 

A small selection of network users 

• Clear Channel 

• Entercom 

• Sandusky 

• Jefferson-Pilot 

Broadcasting 
• Tribune 

Broadcasting 
• Simmons Media 

• University of N. 

Alabama Sports 

Network 
• Tennessee Titans 

Radio Network 
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Tozlinº"*. 

Ask your favorite dealer 
for a FREE demo today! 

Tielingin 

www.tieline.com 

qr.> 

Clarke Dixon, Chief Engineer 

Clear Channel Tulsa. 

"We do numerous remotes and have had 
great success using Tieline codecs. 
Tielines codecs give us a lot of control we 
previously didn't have. They are versatile 
and they perform very well". 

tt 

So 
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"IY 

Tieline Technology - 7202 East 87th Street, Suite 116, Indianapolis, IN 46256. Toll Free (888} 211-6989 Fax (317) 913-6915 email: sales@tieline.com 
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ERI Road Trip 
Continued from page 6. 

In addition to the antenna bays themselves, ERI 
also manufactures all the brackets, transformers, and 
other parts necessary to mount the antenna. In the 
case of installations where combiners are used to run 
multiple stations into one antenna, ERI's temperature 
compensated combiners are popular with many 
engineers for their stability. At the plant, ERI as-
sembles and pre-tunes the combiners prior to deliv-
ery, so very little adjustment is needed in the field. 

Part of a large combiner being tuned and tested. 

Another outgrowth of the technical research that 
went into the combiner are the IBOC combiners and 
their new dual port antenna, which reduces the 
power wastage in the high level combining method 
by running two pieces of coax up to the antenna. 

IN THE FIELD 
Considering the variety of places antennas are 

mounted, from poles to sidemounting on towers of 
various face widths, it is easy to understand that the 
resulting pattern may be far from circular. One way 
to predict the coverage from a given antenna and 
tower combination, as well as to "optimize" the 
pattern for a given direction or market, is to mount 
the antenna on a tower section and measure the 
resulting pattern. 

On the ERI test range are two large turntables, 
capable of hosting a wide variety of tower sections 
and antenna mountings. 

Following the information from the station, [ RI's 
engineers can quickly provide a very close approxi-
mation of how the antenna will perform in the real 
world. 

Optionally, it is possible to use a variety of 
mounts and/or parasitic elements to ensure the RF 
will be maximized in the desired direction and any 
minima directed away from the general market. 

PROJECT OVERSIGHT 
One of [ RI's great strengths is the ability to take 

on an entire project, and coordinate everything from 
engineering, to fabrication, to construction. Their 
engineers include noted 
authorities on tower 
structural analysis and 
grounding techniques, 
resulting in various ERI 
products to enhance 
tower grounding and 
lightning protection. The 
engineering group inves-
tigates, considers and 
solves problems, some-
times before others real-
ize they exist. 

Beginning in 1990, 
ERI has been manufac-
turing towers in height 
ranging from short sec-
tions to over 1800 feet. 
Again, the facility can 
fabricate virtually any 
component to specifica-
tion right on site. 

Over the years, as 
lead contractor on many 
projects, ERI and Silliman 
have made a name for themselves in managing and 
supervising projects. ERI crews are well known 
around the country for their attention to detail and 
quality installations. One of the more involved was 
the project begun in 1992 to redesign the entire 
transmission complex at the top of the Empire State 
Building. Over a period of 18 months, Silliman 

End Milled towers provide a 
smooth outer surface for climbers. 

replaced antennas, reworked the cables, transmis-
sion rooms, and worked on just about the entire 
system. Some of the pictures taken on top of the 
Empire State Building have been published in print 
and on the Internet, giving us groundhuggers a small 
taste of the thrilling sights from the top. Various TV 
programs have profiled Silliman and his enjoyment 
of working high up in the air, yet he shrugs it off as 
"another day at the office." 

Recently, I was able to observe a small part of the 
installation ERI handled on the 4 Times Square 
building in New York City. On top of the 52 story 
building, a 380 foot Superior tower was installed, 
along with a combiner and antenna for many of the 
NYC FM stations and several TV stations. 

The 4 Times Square tower consists 0119 sections 
ranging from a 12 foot face, four-sided self-support-
ing structure to a 4 foot diameter, 8-sided pole. Each 
section was hoisted from Manhattan's 42nd street to 
the rooftop building. In order to get everything into 
place, the job required the design and construction 
of a custom 12 ton gin pole in order to handle the 250 
tons of metal tower parts and antennas which were 
topped off early in October. 

MOVING AHEAD 
ERI continues to develop more products and 

services to the broadcast community. In addition to 
the research activity and testing surrounding the 
introduction of digital transmission in the US, adding 
to the ERI legacy now is the Andrew Broadcast Line, 
purchased in November 2003. After a smooth tran-
sition ERI now is the source for TRASAR and ALP 
Series television antennas, the filter and combiner 
products produced at the facility located in Gray 
Maine, and for MACXLine and GU IDELine transmis-
sion line products. 

Finally, before leaving ERI, we wanted to know 
what the most unusual key Tom Si lliman had on his 
key ring. Turns out the key ring held some interesting 
surprises. There are, of course, keys in use at various 
job sites we cannot talk about. But one little key tells 
a lot about the man: It is the key to his dad's toolbox, 
carried as a reminder both of his father and the field 
they share. -Radio Guide-
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New Broadcast equipment at exceptional prices. 

Quality pre-owned equipment. 

Customized automation systems. 

Complete turnkey installation 

Console pre-wiring packages. 

Broadcast equipment repair. 

Complete engineering services. 

Studio design and project management. 

Lightner Electronics Inc. 

Your Ultimate Solution. 

Toll Free: 866-239-3888 
Fax: 814-239-8402 
www.lightnerElectronics.com 

Sports Broadcasts 

Interface Solutions 

Communications 

Live interviews or remotes? 

You've got to check out our new ComPack - Universal Telecom Interface 
and RemoteMix Sport, our most popular broadcast mixer. Both ComPack 
and RemoteMix Sport interface to PBX systems, cell phones, and analog 

lines for true flexibility.We also offer a full line of passive interface tools 

like the Daptor Two - Wireless Phone Audio literface. 

Data sheets, specs, prices all at www.jkaudio.com 

800-552-8346 815-786-2929 fax - 815-786-8502 info@jkaudio.com 
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We hear you. Loud and clear. 
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LOOK TO LARCAN FOR TRULY MADE 
TO MEASURE FM SOLUTIONS 
Designed with a difference to ensure the highest quality audio performance - 

LARCAN offers a superior range of solid-state FM solutions from 25w to 5kVV. 

Customer driven and purpose designed for optimum performance - we bring 

you the ultimate in FM broadcast technology from ' start to service'. 

We hear you. Loud and clear. 

25w FM Translator 
FMT-25 

Tel: 1-303-665-8000 • Fax: 1-303-673-9900 

,vww.larcan.com 
Tel: 1-905-564-9222 • Fax: 1-905-564-9244 

Email: sales@larcan.com 

Custom Fit Features: 

• Superior Audio Performance 

• Modular Design 

• Wideband Operation 

• Automatic Tuning (front-end) 

• High Selectivity 

• Fully Synthesized (Tx and Rx) 

• Internal FCC Code Key Module 

• Compact 1RU Design 
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Audio Processing 
From the Ground Up 
Part 12 — How to Get the Sound You Want 

by Cornelius Gould 

¡CLEVELAND, Ohio - December 20031 Should 
you bother to invest your time in fussing over the 
sound of your radio station? Apparently, many feel it 
is a waste of time, maintaining it does not matter what 
you do with your audio processing. "No one will ever 
notice." So why be so obsessed about it? 

The point of audio processing is not to create an 
"000h, aaaah" effect for the listener. If you are 
adjusting your processing expecting that reaction 
from the "average Joe," be prepared to be very 
disappointed. Very few people will listen to a radio 
station solely because they think it technically "sounds 
the best" on the dial, or thought " it was really loud, 
so I stuck around to listen." People are looking to hear 
some programming they like. 
I prefer to view audio processing as another 

marketing tool for your radio station. Sort of like a 
decoration on the package that is your radio format. 
Using your marketing tools effectively will go a long 
way toward putting your station in the position to be 
the station to listen to! 

DOES ANYONE REALLY CARE? 
As an example, if Proctor & Gamble felt no one 

really cared what the packaging on their top selling 
toothpaste product looked like, and took the attitude of 
"no one cares — they just want tooth paste," they would 
not be one of the top brands they are today. Everything 
— right down to the size and color of the lettering on the 
package — is thought out carefully to work in concert 
with outside advertising to make it one of the products 
most people will reach for, and use. This type of 
attention to detail works well in spite of the fact that 
there is a long shelf full of other (and possibly cheaper) 
alternatives that do the exact same thing. 
I know there are many people reading this who 

can site example after example of how "all their 
friends" would never shop that way; "they all" shop 
for the best value, damn the marketing hype. Yes, 
there may be a lot of people who would shop that way 
— but not as many as those who shop due to effective 
marketing! P&G is a huge company as a result! Proof 
positive that effective marketing works! 

Effective marketing means having the right tools 
(company assets, outside marketing firms, advertis-
ing and employees) and knowing how to properly use 
them. The "broadcast audio processor" is a marketing 
tool for radio, and it is just as important as jingle 
packages, commercial ads, station voice, and the 
music scheduling software. 

Effective marketing in radio-land means using all 
these tools together effectively to present your pro-
gramming in a manner that people will favor your 
product over what is presented by station Y. It does 
not mean they will not listen to station Y, but you 

want them to feel more at home in your format 
presentation so they will keep coming back to you. 

QUALITY DOES MATTER 
If audio quality meant absolutely nothing to 

people, AM radio would still be the king format for 
music, even with the plethora of after-market radios 
with a frequency response toppings out at 2 kHz! 
There is all the evidence you need right there! People 
do care about quality! 

If your station's programming is "dead on," but is 
hard to listen to due to poor audio quality, then you 
are really missing out, as people will not stick around 
to listen for long. You would come off in their mind 
as "second rate." "They're OK, but I'd prefer to listen 
to something else," is a typical answer you would get. 
But if it is inviting, and sounds professional from a 
technical standpoint, and if the technical sound 
complements the programming, then you have an 
inviting situation for the listener. It is easy on the ears, 
and fun to listen to. No one consciously thinks about 
the sound, nor would make their exclusive reason to 
listen based on how it sounds, but subconsciously, 
how good or bad a station sounds will "taint" 
listener's perceptions of how good your program-
ming is. 

This would be the same as if a major toothpaste 
manufacturer were to put a picture of "doggie do" on 
the outside of the toothpaste package, and then 
wonder why no one would buy it — despite the fact 
they had put a lot of hard work into making the best 
tasting and best cleansing toothpaste on the market! 
Radio has a long history of shooting itself in the foot 
in this manner, with its on-air sound, in one way or 
another! 

SOURCE QUALITY 
Make sure your sources are clean! You hear it all 

the time, but more and more, radio is plagued by bad 
audio from three sources: 

#1 The record companies "hyper compression." 
#2 Highly compressed music-on-hard-drive sys-

tems which feature coding artifacts made worse by 
problem # 1. 

#3 Commercials arriving from all over the place, 
usually of sub-standard quality. 

Stations cannot really do anything about prob-
lems # 1 and #3 except to try to educate the record 
companies and production houses how this practice 
hurts them when their songs and commercials play 
on the radio. 

Record companies are in a loudness war of their 
own, and while the effect can be dramatic, it really 
causes problems for radio. Remember pre-emphasis? 
In the digital world, there is no such thing, so you can 
pack as much high end on a CD as you want with little 
penalty. For broadcasting, this high end really builds 
up in the broadcast pre-emphasis curve, and causes 
the "hyper-compressed CD" to sound quite shrill and 
harsh by the time it gets on-air. 

We all have heard or read the complaints of radio 
sounding "more and more shrill" these days. This is 
due, in part, to the source material from the record 
companies! To add insult to injury, record labels 
have turned to either turning up the audio so high that 
the analog front end of the digital system saturates, 
resulting in lots of clipping, or have outboard equip-
ment to provide the same effect. The end result is 
audio smashed so much worse than the output of the 
majority of the radio stations' audio processing chains! 

This really sounds bad on the radio as it aggra-
vates the problems already inherent in broadcasting 
today. 

Combine this with problem # 2, and you add to it 
the strange high end you can get from some bit rate 
reduction systems, and you start to get the picture on 
why a lot of radio stations sound the way they do 
today. 

Problem #2 is totally in our hands. The old 
proverb goes "garbage in = garbage out." With audio 
processing, the coding artifact garbage is amplified, 
made bigger than life, and becomes part of your on-
air product in a big way. Hard drives are cheap these 
days, and with the short music playlists on most 
stations today, there is no reason not to go 
uncompressed to hard drive. 

Be careful of coded STL links too! This is espe-
cially true if your material on hard drive is already 
compressed by some system. Sometimes a coded SIL 
link is the only way to get the job done for some 
reason. If this is the case, it is even more important 
for the source material to be uncompressed ( linear)! 
(Check out last month's article for a more detailed 
view of this problem.) 

DEVELOPING A PLAN 
As we saw in previous articles, the job of "Audio 

Processing Man" typically falls to the Engineering 
Department. Yet, more and more we are seeing this 
role shift to non-technical people. Hence the dual 
focus of this series. For the person in charge of the 
audio processor, knowing how that mystery box 
works (and its limitations) is one thing. Knowing how 
to "drive it" in a way to add value to the on-air 
product is another thing! And it is also the hardest 
thing to teach to most people placed in charge of the 
mysterious Audio Processing Machine. 

STEP 1: KNOW WHERE YOU WANT TO GO! 
The best place to begin is to have a quick chat with 

the programming staff to get a feel for what they are 
trying to accomplish in terms of programming, and 
then sit down and listen carefully to what they are 
doing on-air. Find out how the PDs view their 
competition, and make sure you are on the same page 
as them. For the non-technical person in charge, it is 
a matter of having the sense of the "mood" and 
"intensity" of the format you want to get across to the 
listener with the sound of your station. This will pretty 
much define what kind of audio processing is appro-
priate for the format. 

If you are the PD given the keys to the box, here 
are some points to consider before twisting the 
controls: 

What is the weakness in the programming/mar-
keting philosophy of the competition? What are you 
as PD trying to accomplish with the image of your 
station to take advantage of these weaknesses? 

If you "don't get it," you will have to do whatever 
it takes to "get it," or you are in for trouble with 
regards to processing. Good audio processing engi-
neers have an ear not only for the technical sound, 
but for programming flow too. They cost good money 
(not often available in radio these days), so it is up to 
you to learn! Keep in mind that the processor can 
either enhance or hinder the "flow" and "image" of 
your station's programming — depending on how it is 
adjusted. 

Our goal is to try to take many of these concepts 
and put them into easier to understand terms to help 
you out in this area. Your homework assignment is to 
get out your back issues of Radio Guide, and review 
what we have learned. From this point on, we will be 
tying it all together with some practical information 
and ideas to help you get closer to the sound you have 
always wanted! 

Cornelius Gould has spent plenty of time playing 
with audio processors and enjoys sharing his knowl-
edge. Corny is the Chief Engineer for WICU-88.7 FM, 
Infinity Broadcasting, in Cleveland, Ohio. You can 
reach him at: ceeradiocleveland.com 
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Small Package... 
Big Performance! 

What Could You Do With 1.8 Watts? 
Plenty, if it's a Decade FM-850. 

FCC Certified, the FM-850 is a 1.8 watt exciter/transmitter which 

can be used as a first stage exciter, a low power translator or use 

with leaky coax for controlled radiation in a defined area. 

Only one rack space will be required to mount this versatile 

exciter/transmitter. Consider buying one as an emergency back-up 

exciter. Have multiple stations? No problem. The FM-850 easily 

tunes across the broadcast band right from the front panel with a 

stability equal to or greater than .0008%. 

Order the stereo version and you'll be amazed at the separation 

greater than 45dB. Please call us or go to our web site for further 

details. 

Decade Transmitters Inc. 
3232 Richard Street, 

Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada J1L 1Y2 

Toll free (Canada-USA): 1-888-428-4323 
Tel: 1-819-563-4323 Fax: 1-819-563-3244 

http://www.decade.ca 

US Sales: Erickson Broadcast Service 

1-888-830-8223 www.EBSradio.com 

BALSYS  

Balsys provides any combination 
of turnkey, project oversight and 
coordination, or individualized 
services on a nationwide basis. 

O Workflow & Systems Analysis 

1=1 Equipment Recommendations 

O Furniture Design & Fabrication 

O Wiring Design 

▪ Prewiring & Test 

O On-Site Installation & Test 

O Training 

• Studio Facilities 

• Technical Operation Centers 

• AM & FM Transmission Sites 

• Prefab Buildings 

• Towers & Antennas 

Studio Installation 
Studio Furniture 
RF Installation 

A unique combination of 
technical design and 
installation services with 
custom furniture design & 
fabrication, provides full 
service capabilities that 
assure new construction 
efficiency and quality as 
well as expansion of 
existing facilities at 
affordable cost. 

Balsys Technology Group, Inc. 

Balsys Wood Arts. Inc. 

930 Carter Road #228 - 232 
Winter Garden, FL 34787 

Tel: 407-656-3719 
Fax: 407-656-5474 

sales@balsys.com 
www.balsys.com 

References Provided Upon Request - Balsys is Fully Insured 

"Value Is The Realization Of A Job Accomplished Professionally. 
On Schedule, And Within Budget" 

ECONCO 
Rebuilt Power Tubes 

Approximately 
One Half the Cost of New 

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee 
Cali for Your Quotation 

ECONCO 1318 Commerce Ave., Woodland, CA 95776 
Phone: 530-662-7553 Fax: 530-666-7760 

Toll Free: 800-532-6626 Website: www.econco.com 

(C Visit our website @ www.radio-guide.com)) 

- 

e Audernat-Aztec 
Measure your 
REAL FM COVERAGE 

At a Price EVERY Station Can Afford! 

Compact ard easy-to- use, 
the NAVIGATOR 100 can be configured 
to measure single or multiple frequencies 

t.l'AJtal` 

FM N4VIGATOR_, 

7 7 

It provides complete hip speed mobile 
analysis of FM modulation and field strength. - - 

.NAVIGATOR 100 includes a built-in GPS receiver for completely 
automatic signal mEpping and a PCMCIA card for data storage. 
Compatible with mabping software MapPoint, Mapinfo... 

/Eiders Ate: 

www.audemat-aztec.com - ussales@audemat-aztec.com 
19501 NE 22nci Rd North Miami Beach, FL 33179 
tel. + 1 (305) 692 7555 Fax + 1 (305) 682 2233 
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Building a Digital Studio 
Part 4 — Putting it all Together ... Fast 

by Mark Lucas 

!KNOXVILLE, Tennessee - December 20031 Get-
ting the chance to start over is pretty exciting. And 
going to a digital system is a great opportunity to 
make changes and implement things that make a 
difference in looks, function or cost savings. But the 
big variable that always rears it's head is the time line. 
How can you get it all done, on budget and within the 
deadlines that come up? 

Probably the most important thing that helps keep 
control over a project is planning. That does not 
sound like so much fun; it sounds more like paper-
work does it not? While some of it is just paperwork, 
planning is also a great excuse to get out of the back 
room and do somewhere new. 

Spend sufficient time laying out your plans for the 
installation and you will minimize the time spent 
later waiting for something to arrive. Similarly, the 
more time spent anticipating how things will come 
together, the more likely you will solve problems 
before they appear. 

FIELD TRIP 
A great way to plan your facility is to see others. 

After checking out all the spec sheets and the manu-
facturers' sites and photos on the web, the best way 
to get your arms around a new product is to see it! 
Find out where there is an installation accessible to 
you. Or grab the opportunity to get to one of the 
broadcast conventions or road show exhibits. And 
remember the monthly SBE chapter meetings, they 
are a good place to catch up with information on 
products. 

If you have problems finding a place close enough 
to go see a product, at least pick up a phone and talk 
to someone with ex-
perience with the 
product. A great 
teacher can be found 
at the School of Hard 
Knocks: take the op-
portunity to learn 
from what the other 
guy has been 
through; almost everybody has ideas for how to do it 
better after doing it the first time. Allowing for 
catching someone at a busy moment, most technical 
folks in the industry are very willing to share their 
experience and ideas for a product. 

DO THE DANCE 
An early part of your rebuild plan will be to figure 

out how to do the rebuild dance: How can you redo 
studios and stay on the air? If you are centralizing to 
equipment racks, then that may well be the place to 
start, by providing the support necessary to run your 
new studio. Pre-build all that you can manage to do. 
Try to have any new power necessary stubbed out to 
the locations needed. Get the basics ready: power 
and grounding. 

If your design is based on moving lots of the 
equipment to the equipment racks, it may well be 
possible to redo studios during weekends or maybe 
even in overnights. Overnights have advantages and 
disadvantages: If you can run voice-tracked over-
night from a production studio (or another extremely 
temporary location), then you may be able to buy the 
time needed to dig in. On the other and, overnight 
work requires more careful planning since there is no 
way to replace any parts that go missing. 

If you have the luxury of buying new racks, be 
sure to install the spacers available to go between 
racks. Keeping your larger cable bundles out of the 

way in the back of the rack and over into a four inch 
spacer is a great help! Planning the location of 
equipment in the rack itself will also impact cabling 
and overall neatness. A big help in planning the 
locations in the rack can be helped by hand drawing 
or computerized layout sheets. 

While drawing them, you have the chance to 
think about cable access, how many power outlets 
are needed and front to back space usage. If you have 
Microsoft's VisioTM product then go to 
www.racktools.com and download the RackTools 
software from Middle Atlantic. While it is built 
around Middle Atlantic's product line, you can also 
put in the proper spacing for all your equipment to 
make a really nice layout of your racks in advance. 

CABLE DECISIONS 
One of the big installation challenges, whether 

analog pairs, AC power or Category 6 cabling is 
always how to best deal with the large volume of 
cables. The equipment racks always involve large 
quantities of cables. While you are looking at the 
racks, look into the cable management products 
available. 

Many of the trays, cable tying and routing and 
labeling products aimed at the computer cabling 
industry work beautifully for us too! One of my 
favorite tricks to help neatness is buying shorter 
power cords. Many equipment locations have no 
need for those six foot cords. Many people do not 
know that cords are available in two, three and four 
foot lengths. 

While planning your power, research which prod-
ucts you will be using are powered by wall-wart 
supplies. Not only do they often consume three 
positions on a high-density power strip, but I also 
hate the idea of risking my on-air product on a heavy 
wall-wart hanging on a vertical strip just waiting to 
fall out someday. Some power strips have a more 
boxy shape and have spacing that allows the wall-
wart plenty of space. 

For example, I decided to locate Cybex extenders 
for computer remote access on small shelves; I found 
them plenty of space to fasten on a nice metal power 
strip providing plenty of space for even the large DC 
supplies. That is another of those small projects that 
can be built in advance, drilling and mounting on the 
equipment and having it ready to go. 

By the way, remember to plan your cable man-
agement front to back. It seems if much of the 
computer industry lays out its cabling on the front of 
the rack, whereas much of our need is really on the 
back side. If you have cabling on the front side, you 
have to find a way to get cabling into the rack to go 
the back of equipment. Unless you are going to leave 
a gap and just run it through, you probably will 
accomplish this by including some kind of computer 
patch panel that will allow cables to approach from 
the rear and from the front; if using that design, you 
need to make a count of the cables and have on hand 
the necessary number of panels. 

If you have racks with the rear rails available, you 
may well be able to solve the problem that way. 
However, then you will have to be careful what kind 
of equipment you mount on the front of the rack to 
have depth necessary and have equipment that you 
do not need rear access to. One option might be to 
use that area for interior shelving equipment and use 
doors on the front side for access and to cover for the 
best looks. 

Another tip: When you plan your computer 
cabling, it is worth knowing that the computer 

industry uses velcro ties for good reason. Not be-
cause they have not discovered our plastic zip ties! 
Instead, with the higher speeds now being built into 
data communications, crimping them down tight 
with a tie is a huge no-no! 

When building to achieve the 1 gigabit standard, 
you cannot just smooth out a kinked up cable. All 
corners need to be nice and smooth with even, very 
gradual bends. I think of it as a lot like we have been 
taught to run grounding to avoid impendence prob-
lems for lightning. That actually makes a lot of sense 
when you think about it: high speed lightning! 

THE RIGHT TOOLS 
Another big part of getting done with your build out 

on time and with all due speed is using good tools. If 
you have been using 
your favorite cutters 
for some time now 
and gotten really 
good with them — 
good at cutting 10 
gauge AC wire, nip-
ping tin, cutting 
packing straps — this 
would be a really good time to pick out a new pair of 
cutters and be ready for trimming up tiny Cat 6 cabling. 
Not having those little "nicks" will speed your work. 

While you are shopping for tools, check out all the 
things they have come out with for working with 
computer cabling. A 
number of new 
things are available 
that you may not 
have noticed before 
if you have not been 
paying attention to 
that stuff. One neat 
little inexpensive 
gadget is a plate that holds a panel mount Ri-45 
snapped in place while you punch down the cable with 
your 110 tool. And make sure you have an extra 110 
blade for your punch tool too because all your patch 
panels and end plates will be using it! 

LABELING THE WIRES 
Remember documentation? There is a lot of 

labeling and marking to do! Buy a fresh supply of tape 
for your brand of label 
maker, perhaps even sev-
eral different sizes and col-
ors. Color can be a real big 
help for identifying different 
things; white on black makes 
pretty labels for black faced 
equipment and panels, the 
black on clear for the lighter 
cream colors. If you have a 
different cabling for the 
phone and/or computer from 
your audio computer cabling then either colored 
labels or colored boots could have keep things 
separated at a glance. 

Label tape usually is available in red, yellow, 
blue, green and perhaps others. And since digital 
engines have analog audio in and out, along with the 
digital in and out, as you make your cabling cut to 
length (for that space savings we talked about), 
another approach is to identify them with different 
colored jackets! 

An extra nice touch is color coding your XLR 
connectors too; a colored boot may really help know 
which direction 
something should be 
going without get-
ting out a flashlight to 
read a label down 
there in the dark recesses of the rack. Neutrik now 
makes a wide variety of colors for the strain relief back 
side of the connector. Also they have colors for the 
panel mount XLR side, with space for labeling too. 

(Continued on page 12.) 
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S.C.M.S. Inc. 
Charlotte, N.C. 

✓ Competitive Prices 

✓ Experienced Staff 

✓ New and Re-built RF 

• New and Rebuilt Audio 

✓ Representing Over 600 Quality Manufacturers 

✓ Extensive Rental Fleet 
(RF, Codecs, Test Equipment, Audio) 

✓ Used Trade- Ins Welcomed 

✓ Custom Studio Design and Furniture 

✓ Turnkey Installation Available 

You Know We Know Radio 

800-438-6040 Fax 704-889-4540 
www.scmsinc.com 
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ANTENNAS 
ANTENNAS 
ANTENNAS 
ANTENNAS 
ANTENNAS 
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COMMERCIAL QUALITY digi 

Call For Info 

800-627-9443 608-326-8406 

www.dhsatellite.com 

Offering: 
* Feed Horns 
* LNB's 

* Multi-Cable 

* Receivers 

Controllers 
Antenna Covers 

* Custom Fabrications 

OVER 600,000 Manufactured 
• High Efficiency • Custom Fabrications 

' Fast Direct Delivery • 5 Year Warranty 

Fax: 608-326-4233 

Email: dhsat@mhtc.net 

Buy Factory Direct & 

Save! 

the PETER DAHL CO. for 
custom transformers 

DC filter capacitors • variable capacitors 

custom rectifier assemblies • transient suppressors 

and then some... 

Peter Dahl Co. 
write or fax for an extensive catalog 

915 751-2300 • fax: 915 751-0768 • 5869 Waycross • El Paso, TX 79924 

www.pwdahl.com • pwdco@pwdahl.com 

"Still The 

• Frequency Agile 

• 2-Channel Synthesized 
• Built-in Mixer 

MOW + 11VVE113,1 

ST... 

e Pick-Up System 

• DTMF Control of Channel 
and Bandwidth 

• Rugged Construction 
• External Processing Loop • VSWR Protection 

• Switchable High Level/Mic Inputs • Full Metering 

• Remote Frequency Change • Built-in Test Oscillator 

408-943-9323 
www.tftinc.com e-mail: infoetftinc.com 

2243 Ringwood Ave. San Jose, CA 95131 fax: (408) 432-9218 
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Digital Studio 
Continued from page 10. 

While we are discussing labeling, have several 
different types on hand so you can mark things as you 
go, without needing to stop and go get something 
appropriate. There are velcro ties with white labeling 

areas, wrap out labels, heat shrink labels and lots 
more. A new build out time is a great time to establish 
a new scheme. We have done it for a long time with 
the standard colors of wire pairs and heat shrink boots 
to mark left and right, but now we can take that even 
further if we plan ahead. 

Even the Cat 6 wiring in some brands can be 

selected in a variety of colors; it does not have to be 
grey or black wire anymore! And. when you have 
pulled three cables 
over a ceiling and 
down through a 
wall, if you have an 
orange, blue and 
white, you can confidentially assign their usage 
without second guessing yourself. When you are into 
your sixteenth hour straight on a project, these little 
things can start to be big help in doing things right the 
first time. 

FINISHING UP IN THE STUDIO 
For the studio end, it is a good idea to prepare 

yourself with a few touch up items. While you are 
picking up other things from the hardware store, get 
some extra light bulbs for everything from your 
trouble light, to your flashlights, to the studio lamps. 
Pick up a spray can of black paint for any black panels 
you're re-using or the rack racks in case an end 
shows. You may want to get some stain or other touch 
up stuff for any woodwork that is either already there 
or coming in new. 

If you are going to be reusing old cabinetry, 
sometimes a nice touch is to use some thin sheets of 
nice wood paneling and stain it to match. The single 
coat polyurethane is 
available in lots of colors 
and can look really nice! 
If you have some XLR 
plates on the countertop, 
try painting the metal 
plate with a gold spray 
covered by a clear over-
coat to prevent scratch-
ing. 
I have even painted 

to match them and the 
metal XLR end with the 
same gold with good suc-
cess. When it is up on 
the counter in a prominent fashion, it might as well 
look good! Another quick cover up from the paint 
department is the spray on colored spackling that 
gives any old object a real new sandstone look! 

Overall, strive to give your new studio, no matter 
how much is still old, a real new appearance! With 
care, the relatively 
inexpensive little 
touches that can be 
created can help 
transform the tradi-
tional studio to a new 
and inspiringly dif-
ferent room. And all 
this can be accom-
plished within the deadlines that come up, so you can 
deliver the first new morning show on the exciting 
new digital audio system!! 

Mark Lucas is the Engineering Manager for the 
Journal Broadcast Group stations in Knoxville, TN. He 
can be contacted at his email adddress: 
mlucas@journalbroadcastgroup.com 
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Is Regular Maintenance 

a Thing of the Past? 

Has it been too long since 

you've seen your transmitter? 

Difficult People 
Or, How to Dispose of the Bodies 

by George Nicholas 

!CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa - December 20031 I thought 
that title might get your attention! Last time, I touched 
briefly on some of the types of "difficult personalities" 
most of us have worked with at one time or another. 
This time we focus on their behavior; what we might be 
doing wrong to provoke them, and suggestions on how 
to deal with them successfully. 

While you may have your own names for these 
people, Sam Deep and Lyle Sussman have identified 44 
different types of challenging personalities in their book 
'What to Say to Get What You Want." Following are 
just a few types; do any of these people ring a bell? 

PUSHY ANIMALS 
Rhinos have a powerful need to have their own 

way. They like to tell you what to do: Rules are meant 
for you to follow and them to ignore. They can be 
controlling, aggressive and sometimes hostile. Mis-
takes we make with Rhinos include backing down (they 
count on us doing that); going head on (they stampede 
us); or just becoming flustered. Either way, they win. 

We can defeat the Rhino by keeping them in a non-
aggressive physical position (e.g. sitting down) and 
listening until they blow off steam and run out of things 
to say. That is the perfect opportunity to jump in with 
assertiveness — do not let them interrupt! Hint: Avoid 
using the word "you;" it can sound like a counterattack. 
Refer instead to "it," — the behavior. Counter their 
argument by agreeing, then startle them with the turn-
around. "Everything you said is correct. Let me tell you 
exactly what I plan to do to get things back on track." 

Erupters show spurts of Rhino behavior. They 
typically pose no problem until they erupt and fly off the 
handle. Mistakes we make with Erupters: attempzing to 
reason before they have blown off their steam; counter-
attacking (they escalate); or accepting their apologies, 
but failing to use those apologies as a footing to p-opose 
the solution. 

Handling Erupters requires patience. Listeningwhi le 
they vent completely gains their confidence and posi-
tions you to propose a solution. Help them regain their 
composure before reasoning with them. Say, "I can see 
why you feel that way." Respond actively and enthu-
siastically when it is your turn, but address their 
concerns directly or you may witness another explo-
sion! When all else fails, say "What is it you would like 
me to do?" 

DANGEROUS ANIMALS 
Snakes are Rhinos without the guts to fight openly. 

A competitive coworker may whisper sour nothings in 
your boss's ear about you, stabbing you in the back with 
critical or sarcastic remarks, but rarely will they say 
anything in your presence, except to deny their aggres-
sion. Our mistake is we typically do not confront them, 
as they are counting on us to avoid a scene. Retaliati-ng 
with the same dirty tricks only brings us down to their 
level. 

What we should do with Snakes: Bring their aggres-
sion out into the open by confronting the Snake head-
on: "I know what you did." Do not argue when a Snake 
denies intent to harm you. Ask lots of questions to force 
the Snake's hand "Why did you not come to me with 
your concern?" Insist on the new behavior you want. 
"Next time I expect you to let me know exactly how you 
feel before you go to anyone else." 

TURNING NEGATIVES TO POSITIVES 
Grouches are picky people, complaining con-

stantly. They believe their job is to point out faults aid 
problems for you to correct, while blaming others for 
their mistakes and shortcomings. These people have 

nothing nice to say about anything or anybody. It is a 
mistake to agree with a Grouch's valid complaint — that 
merely reinforces their invalid ones — or to tune them 
out and ignore them. 

To fix a Grouch, listen to them closely to make them 
feel important, but make them be specific about their 
complaints. Acknowledge without agreeing: "I see the 
problem you're identifying." Get them to recommend 
a solution. Avoid letting them live in the past; they will 
bring up everything that went wrong since the Earth 
cooled. 

Do-Nothings promise everything and deliver noth-
ing. An example is a superior unwilling to make a 
decision on your request because he/she fears the 
criticism it might bring. They may be perfectionists who 
want everything to be just so before they will act. Their 
procrastination may be a fear of failure, or worse yet, 
a fear of success! Mistakes we make with Do-Nothings 
include leaving it totally up to them to act, or accepting 
their unrealistic commitments. 

To handle a Do-Nothing person: Raise their level of 
discomfort by openly rejecting promises you do not 
believe they will keep. Maintain as much control as 
you can over the action. Help them remain task 
oriented by defining the problem and structuring spe-
cific goals and realistic deadlines, then ensure they 
happen. Praise them when they are decisive. 

Most of us tech-types are used to working alone, in 
our own environment, and have had little experience 
in dealing with difficult people as part of a team. The 
good news is nobody enjoys difficult people. ( If you 
find yourself enjoying it, it is time to go fishing!) And 
you should know that more people are on your side 
than you think, as long as you listen and deal with the 
problem with the same logic as fixing a transmitter — 
head on, and open-minded. 

Until next time, I am going to attempt to be the 
person my dog thinks I am ... 

George Nicholas operates George Nicholas Communica-
tions, specializing in technical and communication consulting 
throughout the LIS. You can contact him via his email: 
georgenicholas@csi.com 
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TRANSCOM CORP. 
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978 

Visit our Internet Website  www.fmarntv.com 
Send your e-mail requests to: transcom©fmamtv.com 

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters & New Equipment 

The best deals on Celwave products. Andrew Cable and Shively antennas. 

400 W 1988 
• 5kVV 1982 

5/10 kW 1982 
50 kW 1985 
50 kVV 1986 

2.5 kW 1978 
5 kW 1983 
10 kVV 1988 
10 kVV 1980 
10 kW 1999 
20 kW 1978 
20 kW 1982 
20 IW 1989 
25 kW 1997 
25 kW 1980 
25 kW 1982 
30 kW 1984 
40 kW 1978 
50 kW 1982 

Nautel P400 ( solid state) 
Harris MW5A 
Continental 316F 
Continental 317C2 
Nautel AMPFET 50 

Collins 831D2 
Harris FM5K 
BE FM 10A 
Harris FM 10K 
Harris Z10 CD (solid state) 
Collins 831G2 
Harris FM2OK 
QE I FMQ20,000B 
CCA 25,000G (single phase) 
CSI T-25-FA (amplifier only) 
Harris FM25K 
BE FM-30 
2-RCA BTF-20E1 (combined) 
Harris Combiner(w/auto exciter-transmitter switcher) 

Misc Equipment 

BE FX30 Exciter 
Belar AMM3 Mod Monitor 
Continental 802B Exciter 
Denon 720R Cassette Recorder 
Harris AMS-G1 AM Stereo 

lnovonics Model 250-01AM Stereo Processor 
Potomac AM1901 Digital Phase Monitcn, 2-Tower 
Potomac AM19 Phase Monitor, 2 & 3-Tower 
Potomac TU-16 Remote Control 
Kintronics RFC8-1, 50kI/v AM RF switch 

PO Box 26744, Elkins Park. PA 19027 
800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361 

f FlipJack Fi-500 

be 

CELL PHONE INTERFACE MIXER 

The FlipJack is the latest addition to the Conex line of cell phone 
interface products. The FlipJack is designed to interface most 
hand held phones that have a 2.5 mm hands-free adapter jack. 

FEATURES: 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

1-800-645-1061 
www.conex-electro.com 

• Two headphone jacks ... each with it's own volume control. 

• Two Mic inputs and a seperate Line Input 

• Connection To A Standard Telephone Line. 

• Separate headphone cue switch for more flexibility 

• Operates on "AA' batteries ( Included) or external power (Optional) 

• Balanced Line Level Output 

• Slots for shoulder straps. 

• All IC's socketed for easy maintenance 

• Tuner input for off-air monitoring 

• LED level indicator 

EM-g°11 COMEX 111 
1602 Carolina St PO Box 1342 Bellingham WA 98227 

phone: 360.734.4323 fax: 360.676.4822 
SS-

RF 5peciiciltiec® 
te Geoup 

While many companies are cutting back, 
the çtne.rialtir continues to grow. 

We now have two new offices - 

Richmond, IN and New inswich, NH. 

Guess you could say, 

"We've got you covered." 
You'll find over 300 Quality Product Lines, 

including Transmitters, Antennas, 

Transmission Line and Studio Gear. 

Serving the Broadcasting Industry 
for over 20 years. 

RF Is Good for You! 
Visa and Mastercard arc welcome. 

Offices Independently Owned and Operated. 

viviviartspececom 

Concord, CA 

PA 

Santa Barbara CA 

Amarillo, TX 

p),À 
FL Worth. TX 

New Ipswich. NH 

Monroeville, PA 

Southampton, PA 

Pja ,•, 

vj , Ebensburg, PA 
'VA Richmond. IN 

Kansas City. MO 

Valparaiso. FL 

Sam Lane  Santa Barbara, CA  1-800-346-6434 

Bill Newbrough  Concord, CA  1-888-737-7321 

Matt Meaney & Walt Lowery Seattle, WA  1-800-735-7051 

Don Jones  Amarillo, TX  1-800-537-1801 

Wray Reed Ft Worth, TX  1-888-839-7373 

Chris Kreger & John Sims ...Kansas City, MO  1-800-467-7373 

Rick Funk  Richmond, IN  1-888-966-1990 

Ed Young  Monroeville, PA  1-866-412-7373 

Dave Edmiston  Ebensburg, PA  1-866-736-3736 

Harry Larkin  Southampton, PA  1-888-260-9298 

Sam Matthews New Ipswich, NH  1-800-485-8684 

Bill Hoisington  Valparaiso, FL  1-800-476-8943 
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IT For Radio 

The "Other Engineers" 
by Chuck Condron 

!PHOENIX, Arizona - December 20031 Greetings 
from the Dark Side! Being a Broadcast Engineer for 
over 20 years, I have found the Dark Side (aka IT!) is 
really not too different than the Engineering world. 
The same things need to happen. With a radio plant, 
you have several things that need to occur on a regular 
basis, in a particular order. You need to stay on the air, 
stay legal, and maintain the plant. If something fails, 
you need to repair it, and at times do triage. 

The IT world is not any different. The "plant" is still 
24 hours, and it is still an on-call situation. Prophet, 
Scott Studios (or whatever automation system) is now 
part of your life. These things are "computers and file 
servers." Computers, the WAN, the LAN, your busi-
ness servers, are now part of your plant — and your life. 
These items maintain the air product, and revenue, 
just as the transmitter and the studio consoles do. 

The sales floor is full of computers that aid the 
sellers in obtaining revenue. The business office and 
traffic offices have the same "equipment." Whereas 
some of the equipment is not 24/7, the function is the 
same. These are all revenue producing items and are 
just as important as any other component in the 
building. 

If these items are neglected, or not understood, the 
same problems can occur as if the transmitter is 
neglected or not understood. Something will not get 
on the air; something will not work, either of which 
normally translates into loss of revenue. 

IT AND/OR ENGINEERING? 
As a Senior Regional IT Manager, I have found the 

IT world is handled in many different ways. In some 
markets, there is no distinction between IT and Engi-
neering. If an "engineer" is seen walking down the hall 
(donut in hand), everyone knows the "engineer" is 
capable of anything whether it be rebooting the file 
servers, turning the transmitter back on, installing a 
printer, making a Automation System user, program-
ming the phone switch, etc. This is very efficient. 
However, it comes with the understanding there is a 
triage system involved. The transmitter takes prece-
dence over a printer problem. An automation system 
lockup takes precedence over a distorted left channel. 
You get the picture? 

Other markets have an engineering staff that does 
only Broadcast Engineering and Automation, and an 
"IT Staff" that does the rest of the IT section of the plant. 
The complete extreme is markets where one person 
does many different stations, the IT work, budgets ... 
you name it. I have one market in Yuma where the IT 
person is the Engineer and also the Business Manager! 

No matter what the scenario is, there are some 
"Basics and IT Bases" that need to be covered. I want 
to discuss these from your perspective as an engineer 
or in some cases, that of the Engineer/IT person. 

IT TROUBLESHOOTING 
The Art of Troubleshooting, and yes — it is an art, 

as well as a discipline— works the same in IT. You first 
need to define the problem. Many times I have seen 
people chasing an " IT problem" when they did not 
know what the real problem was. Troubleshooting IT 
involves isolating the problem — ruling out the things 
that are not causes. 

The best way to do this is have a firm understand-
ing of what you are troubleshooting. For example, you 
might be working on a problem where a person 
cannot login to the Novell environment. This issue 
can involve several different aspects: There is a 
computer, a user, a network card, a chunk of cable, 
a hub or a switch, and finally the server. One ap-

on the Team 

proach to the problem is from the server side: check-
ing connections, user rights, etc. Or, you might 
approach the problem from the computer end: is the 
nic card working, is it a cable problem, a problem 
with a driver? 

You could look at the switch, the hub, and even the 
user. Perhaps two hours have elapsed and you still have 
not solved it; what could it be? How about protocol? 
Yes, there is still one more element to check. Most 
NetWare servers use IPX/SPX and not TCP/IP, and — if 
you install the protocol — boom! they can log right in. 
Did you even know it was a Novell Server as opposed 
to a Microsoft Server or visa versa? So, isolate the 
problem — understand the problem — fix the problem. 

Remember — fix the problem. Do not work around 
the problem. Many times, I have found situations 
where something works ... but it is still broken. For 
example, one time, not long ago, some old DNS/ 
WINS servers were turned off. Stations found that if 
they created a HOSTS or LMHOSTS files or hard 
coded some IP addresses into their Microsoft Ex-
change clients, that this "fixed the problem." When in 
reality, they worked around the problem. 

They moved on to the transmitter site after that, the 
budget meeting, etc. Several months later, the HOSTS 
file gets deleted, or the hard coded Exchange entry 
gets deleted and you are right back to the problem 
again ... it never got fixed. Again, define the problem, 
and then fix the problem. In this case, find out the 
correct DNS/WINS entries, enter them, and move on. 

WHERE IS IT? WHAT IS IT? 
Know Your Plant/Document/File/Organize/Pre-

pare: This does not have to be hard. How many times 
have you been off the air, run to fix something and could 
not find the schematic, or find you never logged 
readings for the past year so you have no idea when the 
screen grid current dropped? You do not know where 
that box of parts is. You cannot find that " Factory 
Bulletin" on the problem. You cannot, well, find some-
thing critical. Again, it is no different in the IT world. 
When your Automation System has locked up, or the 
Business Manager is two hours away from flying to the 
corporate budget meetings and the business server locks 
up, etc., you must come to the rescue. 

Do not be caught spending more time finding the 
tools and paper work to fix the problem, than it would 
take to fix the problem. If you change something on 
your server, make sure you at least write it down 
somewhere, so you can back track. This is actually 
easy. If you get in the habit of doing the things needed 
all the time, it just gets done. Log when you did the last 
corporate directed patch. Log what patch level you 
are on. Log your IP addresses, your circuit ids, WAN 
vendor, etc. Keep a file of this. And, remember where 
you keep your file! 

As you go, update the file just like you would 
transmitter logs. Have a game plan. Have a backup 
plan, etc. Speaking of licenses, have you checked to 
see if you can present the licenses for all installed 
software? 

CHECK POINTS 
Develop a backup plan! When I look over the IT 

Budgets submitted to me, I am usually amazed at how 
many people have no backup plan in place. Some did 
not know if they even had a backup tape system let 
alone could tell me if they have ever backed up. Some 
places not only did not have a backup tape system, 
they did not have a back up IT system. Some of this is 
not the fault of the engineer; it may be a budget thing. 
Either way, you need to have a plan in place. 

You can never have too many backups. You 
should also have a plan in place to have a back up for 
equipment. It may not be possible to have back up 
servers, but if you do, keep them running. Have parts 
around. For example: hard drives, SCSI cables, gen-
der changers, keyboards, etc. It is just like at the 
transmitter where "hopefully" you have a spare tube, 
fuses, antennas, etc. The more you can prepare and 
have a game plan for when a huge failure hits, the 
better things will fare for you. Also, test your backup 
tapes, and do restore regularly to make sure you are 
really backing up. A bad tape burned me big time 
recently! 

Enlist help: Often, many of you do not have 
anyone around to assist. However, maybe you do! 
Sales Assistants, Office Managers, the Web folks, 
even the News Director, have been known to be great 
IT assets. Many locations have been blessed with 
some fairly computer savvy Sales Assistants. They can 
help with training, knowing how the network works, 
what a "Drive Mapping" is, etc. They can help back 
things up by burning things to CDs. 
I am not talking about full time duties, but more of 

a cooperative effort. The more people who are in tune 
with the IT world in your plant, the better chance you 
will have to maintain a working environment. The 
more people who at least know where the server is, 
the phone room, the de-mark, etc., the better. If you 
are at the transmitter and there is an IT emergency, 
maybe the Office Manager can reboot the server, so 
the Business Manager can print after the web guy finds 
out why the Business Manager can not hit the Corpo-
rate Budget Report web page. See what I mean? It does 
not have to be all you! 

Are you legal? When was the last time you checked 
the sales peoples' desktops? Are you sure they are 
using software for which your organization has a 
license? Are you under the impression that you can 
have one copy of PC AnywhereTM around and you can 
install it on every computer you think needs it? These 
things are legal issues and can affect revenue. Your 
office/ownership might be a prime target for the famed 
Software Police. Just as you can get inspected by the 
FCC, you and or your station lawyers could get hit 
with an audit of software. To be safe, check with your 
corporate or business office of what has been paid for 
and licensed. 

TO SUMMARIZE: 

• Learn the Art of IT Troubleshooting. 

• Define the problem. 

• Isolate the problem. 

Fix the problem, do not work around the problem 
(for long). 

Know Your Plant/Document!/File/Organize/Pre-
pare. 

U Training. Learn the systems you are expected to 
fix; buy books, study, take classes, do not be afraid 
to ask for help! 

• Have a Backup Plan. Then once the plan is in 
place, make sure you indeed do back up and then 

test your backups regularly. 

U Budget for problems. 

U Enlist Help. 

U Make sure you are legal? 

Finally, here is the most important part of a 
successful operation: follow through. Leave nothing 
undone; make sure you are done with the "task" 
before "closing it" in your mind. 
I hope this article has been helpful and I hope I can 

continue to help you folks out. Feel free to send me 
questions and problems you would like to see cov-
ered! 

Chuck Condron is the Senior Regional IT Manager 
for Clear Channel Worldwide, based in Phoenix. He 
can be reached at chuckcondron@clearchannel.com 
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THE CARRYABLE KILOWATT 
B ROA OCAS T 
C ONNECTION 
equipment solutions 

NEW STATIONS AND STATION 
UPGRADES SAVE MONEY! 

* Best Prices! * 

* One Stop Supplier, Over 200 Lines! 

* Packages Quotes for More Savings! * 

* Experienced Broadcast Salespeople! * 
* Best Service in the Induistry! * 
• First with Loyal Customers! * 

* Turnkey Installations! * 

* Overnight Emergency Orders! * 

TWO OFFICES TO SERVE YOU 

Call Steve Ellison — Phone 765-847-2143 

Richmond, IN 

Call John Shideler — Phone 970-482-9254 

Bellvue, CO 

www.BroadcastConnection.com 

0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 • 
' ILl 

3 rack spaces tall & only 49Ibs! 

XL1000 ONLY $ 8 850 FOR LIMITED TIME 
Frequency Agile 

-\/ 2-year warranty 

-\/ 24 hour Tech Support 

Modular Construction 

"\i Outstanding Audio Specs 

Composite in or Stereo Built-in 

-\/ PC Interface via modem or serial 

CALL TODAY OUR TOLL- FREE NUMBER 

1 888 239 8462 
-re 4 1045 Tenth Ave • San Diego, CA • 92101 
A  USA TEL: 619 239-8462 FAX: 619 239-8474 

www.BEXT.com Limited time promotional price only, List: $ 9,995 

DSPX Digital Audio Processor 
o18 x 24-bit DSP's providing 1 GIGA-MIPS of power 

0 Comprehensive BLUE audio metering and screen 

0 Digital and analog 10 

O Wide and multi-band AGC's with intelligent gating 

CD Multi-band programmed dependent limiting 

O Look ahead limiting and distortion canceled clipping 

CD DSP stereo encoder with composite clipping control 

O Back-panel and rackroom (front panel) serial control 

CD LAN / Net webserver for remote control 

0 Full range of user presets with live A/B switching 

ci Software upgradeable 

www.broadcastwarehouse.com 

Broadcast Warehouse 

15 York Road 

Wimbledon 

SW19 8TP, UK 

T +44 208 540 9992 

F +442085409994 
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Top broadcasters around the world are upgrading to 

Omnia aucio processors. In Paris, New York, London, 
Munich, Toronto, Rome, Beijing and Tokyo, Omnia is the 
rn,ew sound of radio. And Omnia is used by more of the 

top 117:0 FM radko stations in the US than all other 

processors comained. Upgrade to Omnia. 

Omnia for FM. 

Omnia FM prozessors are designed to meet the demanding needs 

of the world's most successful broadcasters. This is why you'll find 

emnia cn the top FM stations all around tie globe. With Omnia FM 

processors, you have more than enough power to win any 

loudness war. yet still hear all the detail and definition of the 

original program material. 

 • Omnia for AM (Medium Wave). 

Omnia AM audio processors are designed to give talk and music 

programming on the AM band the rich, fuli ard natural sound that 

listeners crave. Omnia brings clear, pure high end, thunder ng bass 

and amazing competitive loudness to the AM ojal. Voices ore more 

powerful and exciting: music has newfound detail and clarity. 

Omnia for Coded Audio. 

Omnia has years of experience in the science of optimizing audio 

for use wah bit-reduced codecs. Omnia hardware and software 

products use special algorithms designed to extract the very best 

quality from perceptual coders while reducing artifacts. Omnia 

brings its distinctive sound - chosen by progro rimers in the world's 

to 3 markets - to Web a idio. 

 • Omnia for Voice. 

Chants were so impressed oy the vocal presence of our on-air 

processors. they asked us to build those great sounding voice 

algorithms * nto a stand-alone product. ToolVox is a powerful DSP 

microphone processor used in TV, recording and voice-over 

studios, radio production rooms - everywhere voice quality is a 

critical requirement. 
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Telos is the industry leader in networked audio and 
siignal processing applications. The Zephyr is the 
world's best selling broadcast audio codec; Telos phone 
hybrids are the most advanced. With developments in 
the areas of IP-Audio and studio control, Telos is 
launching a new line of networked broadcast products. 

Telos Phone Systems. •  

Telos all-digital telephone hybrids set the standard for talk radio, 
delivering clean, consgstent caller audio. From the Series 2101 and 
TVV0x12 (the world's only multi-caller broadcast phone systems 
that make direct use of digital phone lines) to the ONE and 100 Delta 
(the premiere hybrids for analog phone lines), there is a Telos 
hybrid or phone system for every broadcast application. 

Zephyr Xstream ISDN Codecs. •  

Since we combined MPEG Layer-3 with ISDN technology in 1993„ 
Telos Zephyr has become perhaps the most successful digital 
broadcast product ever. Today, Zephyr Xstream is the standard for 
professional audio transmission at broadcast facillities worldwide, 
with next-generahon MPEG AAC and bow-delay AAC-LD coding that 
deliver the most precise reproduction of voice and music. 

Zephyr Xport POTS+ISDN Codecs. •  

The world's first POTS codec that can talk to ISDN. Remotely call 
from any analog phone line to your studio's ISDN Zephyr Xstream. 
Thanks to revolutionary aacPlus coding, you'll enjoy stunning 
audio with rock-solid connections that conventionall POTS codecs 
can't provide. An optional ISDN plug-in gives Xport the flexibility to 
do high-quality remotes anywhere, anytime. 

MP3 Logging Software. •  

Telos ProFiler is the automatic audio logger that can log program 
audio, skim airchecks, and provide remote IP-network listening- all 
at the same time. ProFiler comes with its own pro-grade audio card 
with GPIO interface aid runs on a standard PC under Windows 2000 
or XP Professional. Profiler uses real Fraunhofer MP3 compression 
and user-selectable (manual or automatic) bitrate switching. 

AUDIO I NETWORKS 
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Low Power Ain't No Power 
Leaky Cable AM and FM 

by John Devecka 

Continuing his discussion of how to get a signal 
"out there," John tackles some of the other options for 
low power stations. 

¡BALTIMORE, Maryland- December 20031 Among 
the options for low power operation are radiating (or 
"leaky") cables. These systems are designed to spread 
signal in a fairly even pattern along their full length, 
unlike a typical vertical antenna system. They can be 
likened to a garden sprinkler hose, with holes punched 
evenly along their length; the signal from these cables 
then will leak in a roughly cylindrical pattern from end 
to end, giving you some unique benefits. 

For example, unlike the fixed vertical antenna, 
radiating cables are a coaxial (or tri-axial in some cases) 
cable that is flexible enough to be shaped to meet the 
needs of the receiving audience. Whether it is along-
side a road, around a balcony or inside a building 
ceiling, radiating cable offers the kind of flexibility 
needed for many applications. Areas of interest get 
coverage; power is not wasted where it is not needed. 

Radiating Cable systems fall under three sec tions of 

the FCC rules: 515.211 (Tunnel Systems); 515.221 
(AM); 515.239 ( FM) and 590.242 (Traffic Information 
Systems — Licensed Only). We will talk about the first 
three here to give you a good basic primer on them. I 
will cover TIS systems in another column since it has its 
own complications. 

OUTDOOR AM SYSTEMS 
Some of the most common applications for Radiat-

ing Cables are outdoor and tunnel systems. This is true 
on a lot of different frequencies, but the first docu-
mented and successful application of Radiating Cable 
outside was for the 1939 World's Fair when Bill 
Halstead ran his cable across the George Washington 
Bridge to communicate with attendees. 

Tunnel systems have their own set of rules within 
Part 15 (515.211) which allows them to essentially run 
at any power level provided that outside the tunnel they 
still comply with 515.209 emissions limits and 515.207 
limits on the power lines. A typical tunnel system 
consists of radiating cable running the length of the 
tunnel (usually on the ceiling) and fed with a linear 
amplifier or transmitter. In those cases where the 
system is rebroadcasting a licensed station (for ex-
ample: WJR in the Detroit-Windsor Tunnel) the trans-
mitter is usually a Type-Accepted unit that ensures 
synchronous operation via lines from the station. 
A more common outdoor installation is Radiating 

Cable on a roadside. These are the systems that greet 
visitors to Walt 
Disney World 
and EPCOT Cen-
ter, and tell you 
about the ani-
mals as you drive 
the safari at Six 
Flags Great Ad-
venture. They 
are installed in 
the ground 
alongside .1 
roadway, ideally 
in a protective 
conduit, and 
buried to prevent 
their easy access by critters (squirrels seem to tind the 
jacketing very tasty). The nice part about radiating 
cable on a roadside is the ease of configuration to the 
bends in the road, so following routes for a consistent 
distance is easy, giving a better coverage result. 

Radiating cable being 
installed roadside at Six Flags. 

INDOOR COVERAGE 
The most common indoor installation of Radiating 

Cable is along balcony facings and stadium overhangs 
to provide coverage into the seating areas of arenas. 
These would fall under the 515.221(a) limitations for 
radiated field, or under the campus antenna limitations 
if you wish — if you are doing this in your own school 
stadium. 

Probably the greatest success for Radiating Cable 
systems was the Amsterdam 2000 Conference hosted 
by Billy Graham. A total of 28 languages were run 
simultaneously on individual Radiating Cable systems, 
each driven by transmitters running approximately 
eight watts in the RAI Center in Amsterdam. Despite 
many naysayers, who felt it was not possible to provide 
good audio to such a large area in this manner, the 
systems performed with great success for nearly 11,000 
people from 209 nations over 10 days. 

For temporary events, such as Christmas Light 
Shows, Radiating Cables can be laid on the ground 
alongside a road, connected to transmitters and run for 
the duration of 
the event. At the 
end, roll up the 
cable, and stash 
it away until next 
year! All in all, it 
provides simple, 
legal and effec-
tive coverage. 

Radiating 
Cable AM sys-
tems, typically, 
run in the neigh-
borhood of 
$12,000 for a 
mile of cable and 
related equip-
ment. This can 
vary depending 
on installation 
requirements, 
but it gets you in the right general area for budgeting. 
Installation is pretty easy and the cables are typically 
very flexible. 

Roadside radiating cable 
transmitter cabinet at Six Flags. 

OK, ENOUGH AM ALREADY! 
There is one option out there for FM, and a couple 

of ways to do it. 515.239 allows you to run an FM 
system with a field strength of 250uV/m at a distance of 
three meters. That is about all it says. There are specific 
references in other areas of Part 15 to kits, antenna 
mountings, etc., but the important thing about 515.239 
is that it lets you choose your antenna and transmitter. 
No, Ido not mean home brewing it, I mean you can use 
a certified system with radiating cable or a fixed 
antenna depending on your plans. 

We need to start by clearing up the # 1 misunder-
standing for FM and low power. There is no 100 
milliwatt rule for FM. None. Really! So pay attention 
when you see devices that "meet the FCC rules" and 
have 100mW of power. Typical fixed antenna systems 
for unlicensed FM systems do not exceed 18 milliwatts 
to meet the field limits! 
A fixed antenna system is typically about the size of 

an NAB engineering handbook, but much lighter (OK, 
it is on the shelf next to me, and I figured most of you 
know how stupidly heavy it is). You likely have seen 
these devices for sale in many places — an FM transmit-
ter for your iPod, or to connect your CD player to the 
car radio without wires, or to jump from your computer 

to the home stereo, etc., and you understand their 
range limitations. Typically, these devices are designed 
for some portion of the FM band, occasionally all of it, 
and they reach 50 to 100 feet at best. They are subject 
to the kind of interference you would expect when you 
see their power level. 

FM FOR THE WHOLE BUILDING 
There is another option, however, one that actually 

works to cover a whole building, or more. Yes, we are 
talking about Mr. Radiating "Leaky" Cable. He has 
never been fond of being called "Leaky" since it sounds 
like an accident, so stop it. 
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Amsterdam 2000 Transmission Room 

Radiating Cable systems are subject to the same 
field limits as the fixed antenna, but they can have a 
virtually unlimited length of antenna. That changes the 
installation considerably, but it also means you can 
make the rule work for you. Instead of a small sphere 
of coverage, you have a cylindrical option, which can 
be as long as a building! By installing a radiating cable 
system inside a building, and running the full length, 
you can ensure coverage inside it and low signal 
outside. 

Discussions long ago with the FCC yielded the 
acceptance that field measurements with a FIM-71 inside 
a dorm hallway was next to impossible (try it some time), 
o they have accepted measurements for § 15.239 to be 
made three meters outside the building. The logic is that 
the target audience is inside the building and the structure 
will attenuate signal enough to meet the rules where they 
can be practically measured. 

The plus side? You can take a typical dorm building 
that is 200 feet long and 3 stories, run a single radiating 
cable down the ceiling of the middle floor and you will 
generally get FM Stereo coverage of the whole building 
within 515.239 limits. Pretty easy, but unfortunately 
not real cheap. It is FM after all, and do not all of your 
rate cards say FM costs more? That is the down side. The 
cost can be about two to three times that of AM systems, 
and getting the right design is critical to success. But 
hey, you do get two channels! 
A typical FM radiating cable system runs about 

$2000-3000 per building, depending on more factors 
than we have column inches here. There are options for 
distributing the signal, installing the cable, and more, 
all of which can influence the design and costs. It is not 
a system design for the meek, but the resulting FM 
Stereo signal is worth the effort and costs. 

USE YOUR VISION 
Low power systems are amazingly flexible, and 

effective, but they do require experience to design and 
patience to fine tune to your needs. When you are 
done, however, you do not have to deal with Public 
Files, license fees, speech controls, commercial issues, 
etc., and you can run whatever programming you 
want. 
I have designed systems for applications from drive-

thru lines to evangelical churches, to sports to health 
clubs. If you find a place you wish you had a signal 
(original or rebroadcast) just crack open Part 15 be-
cause the solution is already there. 

John Devecka is Operations Manager for WLOY in Baltimore 
and spent a past life designing, supplying and installing Low 
Power Broadcasting systems on a global scale. He is believed to 
sleep with a copy of Part 15 under his pillow. He can be reached 
by email wloy@loyola.edu or phone at 410-617-5349. 
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PHASE TEK INC. 
Quality 
PHASETEK'S manufacturing facility 
and components expertise are avail-
able to design and fabricate any type 
of inductor or special RF component. 

Our engineering and production staff's 
years of experience and commitment 
to quality are available to fill any 
special requirements. 

Dependable 

RELIABLE & DEPENDABLE 

RF COMPONENTS & PARTS 

Variable & Fixed Inductors 
Variable & Fixed Vacuum Capacitors 
Fixed Mica Capacitors 
RF Contactors 
Vacuum RF Contactors 
Test Jacks and Accessories 
Static Drain and Lighting Chokes 
Isolation Inductors 
Sampling Loops 

Dial Counters and Couplers 
Transmission Line Terminations 
Ribbon Clips and Tubing Clamps 
Horn Gaps 
Toroidal Current Transformers 
And More! 

550 California Road, Unit 11 
Quakertown, PA 18951 

Phone: 800-742-7383 215-536-6648 
Fax: 215-536-7180 Email: kgpti@epix.net 

Custom Phasing Systems 

Customnu tured 
Ma  

Antenna Phasing Systems 
Control Systems 
AM/MF Antenna Tuning Units 

Diplexers (NDA/DA and expanded band) 
Triplexers 
Transmitter Combiners 
Dummy Loads (with matching networks) 
Tower Detuning Units/Skirts 
Broadband Matching Networks 
Tunable Skirt Assemblies (TSA's) 
Isolation Transformers 

Experience 

Phasetek's experienced staff of 
engineers and production personnel 
are dedicated to provide the broadcast 
industry the highest quality, custom 
designed phasing equipment. 

value 
OTHER SERVICES AVAILABLE: 

Phasing System Design 
Engineering & Technical Field Support 
AM & FM Installations. 

The Series 200 Audio Solution 

Distribution - Analog or Digital Input 
Interface - Analog or Digital 
Digital to Analog Conversion 

Line Amplification 
Analog Line or Microphone Input 

Digital Standards Conversion 

Systems integrators and station engineers will love this product. Finally, 
there is a one box solution to most studio, master control and transmitter 
site audio interface and distribution problems. Now you can have a 
traditional DA share the same compact chassis with consumer to pro 

interfaces. Or you can add an AES front end to a DA by using our brand-
new AES-300 plug in module. Multiple DA's can now share a common 

chassis as well. One chassis - multiple solutions. Instead of hanging little 
boxes everywhere wire up your next project with a professional solution. 

We invite you to visit our web site and download a UTA-200 Series 200 
catalog. Choose from many of our standard configurations or create your 
own. Call or contact us through our web site before you start your next 
project. We want to help you save money and time just as we have been 
doing since 1985. 

Broadcast Devices, Inc. 
5 Crestview Avenue 

Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567 

Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916 

Website: www.Broadcast-Devices.com 
d i 

A Rectifier To Fit 
Your Transmitter 
No 
matter 
what 
transmitter 
you own, we 
can provide quality 
rectifiers from stock. We 
have a reliable, cost-effective 
solution to meet the 
requirements 
of most AM 
and FM 
transmitters 
built since 
the 
1950s 
at prices 
better 
than the 
manufacturers'. 

Rectifier Upgrades 
Available 
Same Day Shipments 

electronics 

emit wwwirectifiersicom 
800.649.6370 

We Have 
CCA Rectifiers 
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Maintaining Reliable Power Systems 

Backup Power for Your Station 

by Dana Puopolo 

Are you wondering what it takes to add backup 
power to your facility? In this fourth installment, 
Dana focuses on the questions and considerations 
necessary to spec out such a system. 

[SANTA MONICA, California-November 20031 
In the past several months, we have been review-
ing the various elements that make up a modern 
facility's back up power system. This time, our goal 
is to pull all of these together and design an actual 
system. 

But before we do, let me address some com-
ments and experiences readers have shared (which 
is both welcomed and encouraged, by the way). 
For example, several writers advised me of their 
unsatisfactory experiences using portable genera-
tors. It seems some of these "one lungers" have 
poor voltage and frequency regulation, not to 
mention sine waves that are sometimes not very 
pure. As we noted, these issues can wreck havoc 
with broadcast equipment. It might be prudent to 
"try before you buy" one of these smaller units (or 
make sure you can return it) and then test it with a 
voltmeter, frequency counter and oscilloscope 
using a portable heater or two for the load. 

Another writer reminds me that most small 
generators (and many commercial ones too!) have 
two ratings, one for intermittent duty and a lower 
continuous duty rating. Since broadcast equip-
ment is a continuous draw of power, make sure 
you figure this into your calculations. Otherwise, 
when you go to Home Depot to buy that "5000 
watt" generator to power your transmitter for a day, 
you just might find it overheating within a few 
hours. 
I was also reminded that it is essential for the 

power draw on each phase of three phase genera-
tors to be balanced within 10-15%, or they will 
overheat and can burn out. This becomes impor-
tant if you have a large FM transmitter drawing 
from all 3 phases and a smaller single phase AM 
transmitter located at the same site. It is also the 
reason many transmitter sites do not put their tower 
lights on back up power as they usually are high 
draw single phase circuits (and when the lights turn 
on at sunset, they can unbalance a power system). 

Finally, Henry Engineering is now marketing a 
new type of surge sup-
pressor that actually 
tracks the power line 
sine wave and sets its 
transient clamp point a 
mere 2 Volts above the 
RMS voltage. Originally 
designed for the mili-
tary, the Powerclamp 
Series 8 has received 
rave reviews from the 
engineers who have been using it for a while. 
Contact Henry Engineering at ( 626) 355-3656 for 
more information. 

SPECING A SYSTEM 
Our first design is an actual UHF TV studio that 

I built. Though this installation is for a TV studio, 
there is no reason why it could not also be applied 
to a medium size radio station. 

The station is located in a major market and is 
an affiliate of a "non big 4" TV network. Their main 
broadcast location is their Master Control room, 

which has a switcher, 48 x 48 crosspoint router, 
various video and audio processing equipment, 
video and audio DAs, EAS, several computers and 
seven VCRs for playback. In another room is the 
station's STL, production equipment, Profile video 
file server and medium size telephone system. 

Since this company uses thin client computing 
company-wide ( i.e., all applications run on central 
servers corporately located in Florida and con-
nected by a WAN, with local workstations using 
Winterm), there is no station-located file server. 
Local Internet access is done using several comput-
ers connected to a small router and DSL line. 

Staying on the air during a power failure is 
essential, so this station elected to run all broadcast 
equipment off a 15 kW online UPS, backed up by 
the station's 60 kW diesel generator. The online 
UPS has an efficiency of about 75%, meaning that 
its power draw is 20 kW. However, the actual 
amount of power needed to use the UPS is about 
30 kW because the unit puts out 5 kW of heat, 
which must be removed by the station's air condi-
tioning unit. 

This station decided to cut costs by putting in a 
single phase UPS and generator, as well as a 
separate single phase air conditioning unit for the 
Master Control and equipment areas. This makes 
sense because they can then also shut off the main 
building A/C unit nights and weekends, saving 
electricity. 

Since the station's Master Control and equip-
ment rooms are next to each other, it was easy to 
wire the UPS through a sub panel to serve this area. 
Outside the technical areas, each group of desks 
has a receptacle 
hooked to the genera-
tor for Winterms to be 
plugged into. These use 
Hubble Twist-LokTm 
type connectors. Why? 
Because my experi-
ence has been that us-
ing normal receptacles here encourages the use of 
small heaters by the office staff, which can cause 
havoc with your UPS and/or generator. 

Instead, I used the Twist-Lok connectors, which 
pigtail to a 4 inch square electrical box with four 
IEC computer power cords for Winterms coming 
out of it. This way there is almost no possibility a 
wayward heater can be plugged somewhere it 
should not be (except for the receptionist who had 
an IEC to 3 prong adapter for her heater!). If you 
must use normal receptacles, at least use red cover 
plates on them. The Internet computers are all 
plugged into a 1500 Watt UPS located in the 
Internet room. Only the actual CPUs and router are 
on UPS, though monitors, printers, etc. do run on 
the generator. Both UPSs can run their loads for 
about ten minutes, which is plenty of time for the 
generator to come on. 

Summarizing the costs of this system, we have: 

CI 15 kW Online UPS: $ 12,500 

CI 60 kW generator and transfer switch: $30,500 

CI Additional electrical wiring: $ 7,500 

CI Additional costs for A/C unit (three phase 
units are cheaper): $ 1000.00 (approx) 

CI 1.5 kW UPS: $500.00 

CI Total: $52,000 

An interesting footnote is that this station has a 10 
meter steerable satellite dish located next to the 
generator. Both are about 500 feet from the transfer 
switch, so the decision was made to run the dish's 
steering motor directly off the generator. This saved 
the cost of running an additional set of wires back to 
the dish from the transfer panel at the studio. Since 
the dish is only moved occasionally, starting the 
generator (remotely) before moving it is no big deal. 

SOMETHING SMALLER? 
At the lower end, let us look at a typical small 

AM/FM transmitter site. This location has a Class D 
(an old class IV) AM station operating 1 kW full 
time and a 6 kW class A FM station. 

The AM transmitter is solid state, with a back up 
tube rig; the FM is a 5 kW tube transmitter with a 2.5 
kW tube backup. Power to the building is 240 VAC 
single phase. The decision was made to have enough 
emergency power to run either two transmitters with 
air conditioning, or all four without (for testing and 
repair). The building temperature is normally set at 
85 degrees, with a thermostatically controlled set of 
filtered intake louvers and exhaust fan set to 95 
degrees for back up cooling. The total draw of the 
main transmitters is approximately 13 kW (3 kW for 
AM, 10 kW for FM). Remember, in the case of AM, 
you have to factor in the additional power consump-
tion required for 125% modulation. 

The auxiliary transmitters draw another 10 kW, 
slightly more than the air conditioning unit. This 
site also has a lighted tower using one beacon and 
two side lights. The calculated draw from the tower 
lights is 2 kW with beacons on (Hint: when 
calculating the lighting power consumption on an 
AM tower, always factor in the power loss in the 
isolation transformer, if used). There are the usual 
audio processors, RPU systems, remote controls, 
STL's, etc. Together they draw about 2.5 kW. 

This makes the total power consumption of this 
plant approximately 27.5 kW. Generators are 
usually sized at 25 kW and 30 kW. The decision 
had to be made whether to power the tower lights 
(and buy a lower powered unit) or to buy the bigger 
generator. In the end, the cost difference between 
the two was negligible when you factored in the 
additional electrical work needed to break out the 
tower lights into their own sub panel. By including 
the lights, all the electrician had to do was insert 
the transfer switch between the building cut off 
breaker and the electrical panel. In effect, getting 
a bigger generator actually cost less! The station 
also elected to put their remote control, STLs, TSL 
link and exciter on a 1.5 kW UPS. 

This second case shows the need to consider 
both the individual pieces of a project and also the 
project as a whole. Individually, the smaller gen-
erator would have cost less, but when the addi-
tional wiring needed for the tower lights was 
factored in, the actual project cost would have 
been more. It turns out that a year after this project 
was completed, the National Weather Service 
became a tenant on this tower. Thanks to the larger 
generator, their project was much easier too. 

Costs were as follows: 
U 30 kW generator and transfer panel: $ 20,000 
0 Electrical wiring: $2500.00 
CI Stand alone UPS unit: $400.00 
CI Total: $22,900.00 

Next time, we will consider a more complex 
(and common situation) under consolidations: the 
power needs and solutions for a large market multi 
station studio and a multi-station class B/C FM 
transmitter installation. 

Dana Puopolo has been a broadcast engineer for over 30 
years, building, operating and maintaining radio and television 
plants of all sizes. He can be reached at dpuopolo@usa.net 
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Model RFC-1/B Remote Facilites Controller 
• control transmiter from any telephone 

• 8-64 channels of telemetry and control 

• programmable control by date and time 

• optional printer and modem adapters 

• programmable telemetry alarms 

• integrated rack panel 

Model RAK-1 Intelligent Rack Adapter 
• parallel printer interface 

• internal modem for data transfer 

• front panel status indicators 

• battery backed power supply 

• rack mountable chassis 

• accessory package for RFC-1/8 

Model DAI-2 Dialup Audio Interface 
perform unattended remote broadcasts 

fully programmable output on any key press 

momentary and/or maintained relay outputs 

four logic inputs with programmable output 

balanced audio input and output wth ALC 

seven DPDT relays and one 4PDT relay 

Model AFS-3 Audio Failsafe 
• contact closure or status voltage on alarm 

• adjustable delay period from 30 sec to 5 min 

• positive delay adjustment via rotary switch 

• internal audible alert—continuous or pulsing 

• front panel status indicators and bypass 

• dual, balanced audio inputs 

41 Sine Systems 615.228.3500 
www.sinesystems.com 

WHY NOT SWITCH TO MCI? 

COMPLETE FM/TV PRODUCT LINE 

Coax switches from 
7/8" through 6-1/8" 

Control panels available. 

• 

• 

• ANTENNAS 

• SPLITTERS 

NOTCH FILTERS 

• HARMONIC FILTERS 

POWER COMBINERS 

• CHANNEL COMBINERS 

• N +1 SWITCHING MATRIX 

Free UPS Ground shipping within the continental USA 
and Canada - SWITCHES ONLY 

Micro Communications, Inc. 

0 Toll Free: 800-545-0608 
www.mcibroadcast.com 

ISO 9001:2000 Registered 

4lb 
VISA 

Manufacturers 
of' the 

Gila-Stat 
Lightning 
Prevention 
System 

nott ltd 
3801/4001 La Plata Hwy 

Farmington, NM 87401 

Design and Manufacture of 

Folded Unipole Antennas 
Structure Detuning Systems 

Design and Manufaclure of 

Lightning Prevention Systems 
ROHN Towers & Accessories 

Phone: 505-327-5646 
Fax: 505-325-1142 

Website: www.nottltd.com 
Email: judyn(a nottltd.com 

Over 40 Years 

Broadcasting 

Experience 

THE EY PX1 
35W FM STEREO EXCITER/TRANSMITTER 

ONLY 
179595 

• Frequency Agile - 87.5 to 108.0 MHz 
• Digitally Synthesized PLL 
• Temperature and VSWR Protected 
• 120/240/12 VDC Power with Auto Battery Back-up 

The PX1 was designed to fill the needs of the low power or community 
broadcaster. Set-up and use is fast and simple with just 5 buttons to 
access all parameters - power, frequency, modulation, and more. The 
2- line vacuum fluorescent display gives you "at-a glance" verification of all 
important functions. The micro-controller continuously monitors 
frequency, temperature, deviation, etc. and makes subtle adjustments 
on the fly- like a "virtual" station engineer. 

Two balanced inputs (XLR) are provided, as are inputs for SCA and RDS 
(BNC) RF Output connection is type " N", output power is adjustable from 
1 to 35 Watts. 

If you're setting up a new station, we also supply consoles, microphones, 
antennas, feedline, and more. 

AVCOM-RAMSEY TECHNOLOGIES 
793 Canning Parkway • Victor, NY 14564 

Order Tall- Free: 800-446-2295 

www.highpowerfm.com • saleseJamseyelectronics.com 
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by Clay Freinwald with Barry Mishkind 

Among the efforts to improve the effectiveness of 
the EAS, the formation of the PPW is noteworthy, along 
with its recent report and recommendations. Clay and 
Barry discuss some of the interesting points. 

!SEATTLE, Washington - December 2003! 
Barry - Recently the Partnership for Public Warning, 

PPW, issued a series of recommendations for changes to 
the EAS. What are they and how are they likely to impact 
broadcasting? 

Clay - This question demands a rather complex 
response. First of all, I highly recommend all interested 
parties go to the PPW Web Site and take a look at this 
material for themselves. Their site is at 
www.partnershipforpublicwarning.org — yes, that is all 
one word. 

PPW has worked with a number of individuals and 
organizations — including the SBE — in developing a 
rather comprehensive assessment of the EAS. This docu-
ment, report # 2003-3, gives the reader a historical 
perspective of EAS and goes into significant detail as to 
the state of EAS and what can be done to improve it. This 
document is available from PPW. With that being said, 
let us take a moment and look at each of the nine 
recommendations in light of your question: 

PARTNERSHIP 

www.PartnershipForPublicWarning.org 

1. PPW is apparently concerned that broadcasters 
(and cable operators) are only required to broadcast 
national level EAS messages. The FCC encourages car-
rying state, local and weather messages, but in the final 
analysis, this is 100% voluntary. PPW stopped short of 
recommending that broadcasting such messages be 
required and simply recommended that there should be 
some incentives to get Broadcasters to carry them. This 
is not to say the FCC could not change this in the future. 

OPERATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS 
2. PPW judged the existing communications links 

used with EAS are inadequate to perform the task. On the 
national level, they pointed out the weakness of the 
comm-links to the PEP (Primary Entry Point) stations 
means the PEP system can not adequately distribute 
national EAS messages to the entire country. They 
recommend adding more PEP facilities, as well as 
greater participation by National Public Radio (NPR). 
Additionally, they recommend that the national system 
be tested periodically (something that has never been 
done). 

At the state and local levels, originators of EAS 
messages often do not have communications links to 
enable them to communicate instantly via broadcast 
stations as well as NOAA Weather Radio (NWR). PPW 
suggested designated government radio channels be 
used as "Local Relay Networks" (a term started in 
Washington state with their EAS planning back in 1997 
and long promoted by yours truly). 

3. PPW noted that few of the some 3, 000 counties 
in the country have EAS equipment. This forces emer-
gency managers to contact Broadcast stations to get an 
EAS message out. However, with many of the nation's 
broadcasters operating unattended, the timely use of the 
EAS is difficult to impossible in those areas. They also felt 
that broadcasters are much more suited for broadcasting 
emergency messages than originating them. 

Taking a few pages from the Washington State EAS 
Plan, PPW is recommending emergency managers be 
equipped with EAS equipment that can be used with the 
communications links (recommendation # 2) to reach 
broadcast stations and cable operators even if they are 
operating unattended. (Those of you who have been 
reading the EAS Q&A for some time will recognize this 
line of thinking.) 

PUT EAS PLANS IN ORDER 
4. The PPW Report indicates EAS planning has fallen 

behind with many state and local plans having never 
been completed. They acknowledge the efforts of SBE 
and other volunteer organizations to try and bridge this 
gap have fallen short. Furthermore, PPW recommends 
some standardization for the various EAS plans. 

The lack of leadership has been voiced very clearly 
by many. Therefore, the PPW recommendation is for 
some federal agency to "take charge" of EAS. Beyond 
having a federal agency lead EAS, PPW sees the need for 
the development of study courses, workshops and train-
ing sessions. And of course, there must be funding for 
these activities. 

5. Recognizing that EAS and NWR need to be 
integrated, PPW points out that EAS and NWR have a 
standard protocol but in most cases lack full integration. 
By better integration of EAS and NWR, a great deal of 
progress could be made with receiving devices that 
could automatically alert citizens without relying upon 
them having a radio or TV turned on. 

PPW most certainly has been watching the situation 
in Seattle where the Washington State SECC has been 
working with the NWS to fully integrate EAS. This 
"marriage" effectively enables NWR to be a true "All 
Hazards" service. Already, a few other locations in the 
country have followed Seattle's lead. PPW is recom-
mending this move beyond the "experimental" stage. I 
have also been advocating this integration, not only in 
Radio Guide, but in my EAS Workshops around the 
country. 

EBS or EAS? 
6. PPW is concerned that many citizens feel that EBS 

is still in place. They recommend EAS get more expo-
sure, encouraging a nationwide effort to make the public 
aware of the capabilities of EAS. 

7. PPW is concerned that the February 2002 R&O 
amending EAS rules and enhancing EAS, while adding 
needed new event codes etc., made such upgrades 
voluntary. This limits the effectiveness of the EAS be-
cause those who originate EAS messages cannot be sure 
everyone is receiving them, much less with any clarity of 
action. They recommend the FCC make the upgrading 
of this equipment a requirement by Feb 29, 2004. 

8. PPW feels more EAS training is needed for both 
broadcast industry and government personnel. They go 
on to recommend "government personnel" be used to 
provide more support and on-site assistance to industry. 
PPW suggests broadcast and cable events and conven-
tions would be great places to provide assistance. They 
also recommend that EAS principles be covered in 
training materials for emergency management person-
nel. 

WIDENING THE CALL 
9. Finally, efforts should be made to induce other 

communications industries to join in transmitting EAS/ 
NWR warning messages. Experts looking deeply into 
this issue all agree the most effective public warning 
system is one that utilizes many, redundant, delivery 
methods. 

They suggest EAS should be expanded to include 
other communications systems such as telephone, satel-
lite, internet etc. and that the government should reach 
out and encourage and provide incentives for those 
industries to participate. 

Barry - That sure does cover a lot of material, from 
the looks of things. However, would you agree that 
broadcasters should not find this bad news and worry 
about the recommendations? 

Clay- You are right. Other than the recommendation 
that everyone upgrade their EAS equipment by early next 
year, there does not appear to be any reason for alarm 
in the broadcast community. 

Barry - Do you feel that EAS will be better off if all 
these recommendations are adopted? 

Clay - Yes, very much so. Actually, many of those 
ideas and recommendations put forth are already in use 
in some areas of the country. Nevertheless, we still have 
a "patch-work" of good and not-so-good EAS systems 
out there. These recommendations, if acted upon, will 
go a long way toward creating an effective EAS, nation-
wide. 

Barry - Now, the question has to be asked, what do 
you think are the chances these changes and recommen-
dations will become policy? 

Clay - That is the $64,000 question! Predicting 
government is always quite difficult, however with the 
concern and focus on Homeland Security I would 
venture to say a good portion of this has a chance of 
becoming policy. 

We need to face it, an effective public warning 
system should be an integral part of any homeland 
security effort, and EAS needs help! PPW is indeed a 
partnership with many industry and government entities 
participating. All the right players are at the table. This 
has a chance — but as with all committees involving 
different governmental agencies, my fingers are still 
crossed. 

Personally, I feel PPW's work has been excellent, 
Granted, I could have recommended some additional 
items from my own list, such as adding text distribution 
to the EAS protocol, for example. But, all in all, this is a 
great report. I am looking forward to the comments that 
will be received from interested parties. 

Barry - It does sound like there is at least the 
gathering of the right people, as you say. Let us all hope 
they continue to work together in a positive, progressive 
way. Otherwise the EAS system could develop more 
problems. 

Clay - That is true. Balancing the voluntary aspects 
with the legally mandated parts of EAS has always 
brought some confusion to some parts of the system. We 
just need to work harder to make it function better. 

MESSAGE CONTENT 
Barry - OK, that brings up a good point: trying to 

function better. Sometimes an alert will come in and the 
audio is horrendous. So, stations will re-voice the 
message, and re-transmit. This is fine, right? 

Clay - (cautiously) ... yes ... 
Barry - So, what about the tests? I have a question 

here from a reader: " In our market some of the stations 
use their audio in the test, is this wrong?" 

Clay - You did not specify which test you meant. If 
the test is an RWT, there is no audio required, just the 
transmission of the EAS Tones. However if the test is an 
RMT, then the audio should be coming from the source 
of the test, which should be a government entity. In that 
case, the entire test should be relayed as received. I have 
to admit it is tempting to "replace" the audio with 
something that sounds better, but I do not recommend 
it. The best thing to do is to work with your local or state 
EAS committee to see what can be done to improve the 
audio quality. 

Barry - Another reader says the reason they do this 
is that the LP-1 often forgets to send the EOM (End of 
Message) until after they have announced their call 
letters and gone into a commercial or station promo. 

Clay - This is still no reason to change the way we test 
the system. The LECC and SECC need to impress upon 
the LP-1 station the need to ensure the EOM is pressed 
at the conclusion of the test. Of course, there is another 
answer that could cause this situation: the LP-1 is 
running their EAS encoder through their console, not 
using the relays to interrupt audio as required. Running 
the audio through the console could allow an announcer 
to forget to have the pot up, and not even realize he did 
not send the EOM outside his building. 

Barry - Can the other local broadcasters do anything 
about this? 

Clay - Although physical violence is not the answer, 
I can understand how strongly the other PDs and GMs 
in the market might feel about this " invasion," especially 
if it happens repeatedly. Again, the first place to go is the 
LECC and SECC; often such substantial peer pressure can 
persuade an LP-1 station to make the needed changes on 
a pleasant basis. 

Clay Freinwald, Senior Facilities Engineer for 
Entercom in Seattle, is Chairman of the SBE's EAS 
Committee as well as chair of the Washington State 
SECC. He welcomes your questions about EAS at 
k7cr@wolfenet.com 
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Avoiding the 
FCC Fine Machine 

by Ken Benner, NCE 

lTUC.SON, Arizona - December 200.3j Shock-waves 
continue across the broadcast spectrum following the 28 
East Coast stations fined $3,000 each for Public File 
problems. Four Mount Wilson stations were charged 
$10,000 each for radiation non-compliance, an Alabama 
station was clipped of $ 11,000 for lack of EAS operation 
and tower registration, and the fines just keep coming. 

The Public File violation fines are in part the result of 
the recent three-year license renewal process and appar-
ently involved the stations' response to question number 
four on License Renewal Form 303-S, which asks if the 
station is aware of any violations during the present 
license period. This item raised a substantial hue and cry 
at the last Las Vegas NAB convention because the 
question implied license renewal time was also confes-
sion time and indeed more than one station in the past 
has paid fines after voluntarily informing the Commis-
sion of some inadvertent violation. 

Chief of the FCC Media Bureau Ken Ferree ex-
plained: "Our decision to fine these stations reflects the 
seriousness of the violations and is consistent with FCC 
Chairman Michael K. Powell's initiative to promote and 
protect localism in broadcasters' service to their com-
munities. Make no mistake about it, the FCC will not 
tolerate less than diligent efforts to ensure the accuracy 
and timeliness of that information." 

Yours truly promptly emailed all top level FCC 
personnel suggesting that if license renewal was also 
"Admission of Guilt Time," the Alternative Inspection 
Program (AIP) was essentially a self incrimination study 

in futility, since non-compliant items found during such 
inspections, even though corrected, still set the stations 
up for FCC fines under this scenario. 

Possibly as a result of emails from myself and other 
interested parties, the Commission quickly issued a 

press release (DA 03-1437 of April 30, 2003) advising 
revised instructions relative to 303-S Q-4 so as "... to 
clarify the limited scope of the "violations" disclosure 
requirement for purposes of this license renewal form 
item only." This key portion from the press release 
explains: 

"For purposes of this license renewal form 
(303s) only, an applicant is required to disclose only 
violations of the Communications Act of 1934, as 
amended, or the Rules of the Commission that 
occurred at the subject station during the license 
term, as preliminarily or finally determined by the 
Commission, staff, or a court of competent jurisdic-
tion. This is includes Notices of Violation, Notices of 
Apparent Liability, Forfeiture Orders, and other 
specific findings or Act or Rule violations. It does not 
include "violations" identified by the station itself or 
in conjunction with the station's participation in an 
Alternative Broadcast Inspection Program." (italics 
indicate my emphasis). 

In other words, stations that have corrected viola-
tions of the Rules discovered during an AIP need not 
report these to the FCC at any time, including the 
renewal process. The only time a station would be 
required to report a violation discovered during an AIP 
inspection would be if the station declined to make the 
needed corrections, and by that action, in fact, would 
not have qualified for certification under the AIP. 

The majority of fine producing violations I have 
observed over my past 40-plus broadcast years has 
almost always included Public File issues. These over-
complexified little suckers have been required since May 
13, 1965, and have been recomplexified many, many 
times since by special interest lobbying of the FCC and 
Congress. This has proven to be very profitable for many 
communications law firms as they spend many hours 
explaining and re-explaining all the confusing Public 
File modifications that continue to develop. 

b Experience Exceptional Quality, 111 
Reliability and Service! 

Experience Armstrong Transmitter! 
Our single tube FM 
transmitters offer you 
exceptional quality and 
affordable prices. 

• 

Built for the " real world" 
environment these RF 
workhorses offer long 

term reliability and 
features not found in 
any other single tube 
transmitter available. 

Like Fiber Optic PA 
arc detection, PA 
thermostatic protection 
Roll Out Power Supply, 

and Key Component 
temperature sensors 

Armstrong Transmitter brings you the best RF 
products, the best around the clock support and the best 
prices ....because you deserve nothing less! 

ARIASTRONG 
Ai& TRANSMITTER CORPORATION«, 

web: www.armstrongtx.com ph:315-673-1269 
email: sales@armstrongtx.com fx:315-673-9972 

Aside from during inspections, Public Files are rarely 
seen by members of the public. Nearly all access 
requests I have noted came from politicians seeking 
information on how much their opponents pay for 
political ads; and I have inspected several major market 
television stations that have never had a request for 
Public File access in their memory. This leads to an 
incredible degree of frustration as stations desperately try 
to do what is right but remain in constant fear of being 
cited for some technicality. 

Nevertheless, the Public File folders provide a station 
with a primary means of defense when challenged by 
outsiders during the renewal process. Any allegation of 
failure of a station to perform adequately in the Public 
Interest, Convenience or Necessity (PICON), can be 
easily addressed by a properly maintained Public File. 
This should be an important incentive for station man-
agement and ownership to be actively involved in 
improving their Public File. 

While the FCC's Ferree and his inspectors continue 
to focus on enforcing the Public File and other Rules, 
there is a growing understanding of the complex burden 
involved in the field. Small stations, especially Mom & 
Pop operations, are often busy struggling just to stay on 
the air, much less deal with the myriad public notices, 
press releases, and legal gobbledygook to keep abreast 
of regulatory changes. 

While fines are properly assessed for these viola-
tions, the Commission frequently takes into consider-
ation "extenuating circumstances" as long as the station 
is trying to comply with the Rules and does not try to bluff 
or challenge the Commission. 

Although this has saved many small stations from 
being crippled by fines, again we need to stress the 
important of regulatory compliance. Still, 01' Dad here 
once wrote a long, long time ago, "When something 
appears grossly over-complexified — it's time to ask: 
'Who the hell is profiting from all this garbage?" Could 
it be Confusem, Conem, Bilkem & Milkem, LLP? 

Ken Rennet really does like broadcast attorneys! An active 
inspector in the AIP, Ken resides in Tucson, Arizona. Ken can be 
reached at his email address: bennera,sor 

Cam-D TM (Compatible AM-Digital) 

The new Hybrid Digital solution for modernizing AM Radio. 

Lets you enjoy full fidelity 15 kHz AM Stereo. 

... plus 

The latest version of POWER-side TM extends your coverage. 

... plus 

Provides Digital Data Flow as fast as you can read it. 

All within your legal bandwidth with no increased interference, 
even to your first adjacent channel neighbors. 

And, your station sounds better — even with existing radios. 

Of course, like all KCI products 

Cam-D TM "is not afraid of the dark." 

KAHN COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
338 Westbury Avenue 

Carle Place, New York 11514 

New York City Office 

212-983-6765 
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A Report on SBE Activities and Programs 

SBE National View 

PCN for 950 MHz Aural BAS 
by Dane E. Ericksen, P.E., CSRTE 

In ET Docket 01-75, the FCC decided to extend 
Section 101.102 Prior Coordination Notice (PCN) fre-
quency coordination protocols to 950 MHz Aural Broad-
cast Auxiliary Service (BAS) fixed links, and also to 2.5, 
7 and 13 GHz TV BAS fixed links, for the first time. The 
PCN requirement was originally scheduled to go into 
effect on April 16, 2003, but, in response to an April 4 
SBE request for a one-year stay, a six-month delay, until 
October 16, 2003, was granted. 

SBE had requested a temporary stay of the PCN 
requirement because of significant errors for fixed link 
BAS stations in the Universal Licensing System (ULS), 
where about a third of all such records were missing 
receive end coordinates, antenna height, and/or an-
tenna type. These are, of course, critical data for anyone 
needing to conduct a frequency coordination study. SBE 
also pointed out the lack of an industry consensus for 
what interference criteria should be used for 950 MHz 
Aural BAS frequency coordination studies. 

Although SBE fought hard for a second six-month 
stay, citing continued problems with BAS records in the 
ULS, SBE lost that battle when, on October 16, the FCC 
issued an order denying the SBE request for a second six-
month postponement of the new PCN protocols. There-
fore, as of October 17, 2003, all fixed link 950 MHz 
Aural BAS applications became subject to PCN, and 
required to included a PCN exhibit. However, there may 
be grounds for an appeal of the denial of a further stay: 
First, the need for a second (and final) PCN stay was in 
no small part the Commission's own fault, as a result of 
the FCC taking over three months to decide on the SBE's 
June 2, 2003, request for a blanket waiver of the $ 120 
Form 601 filing fee, if the purpose of the filing was to 
supply missing data due to legacy problems (for ex-
ample, at one time the predecessor Form 313 did not ask 
for the geographic coordinates, or receiving antenna 
type, for a fixed, point-to-point BAS link). 

Unfortunately, the FCC denied the SBE blanket fee 
waiver request, on September 3, 2003. Thus, broadcast-
ers reasonably waiting to find out if a blanket fee waiver 
would be granted were left with only about a month to 
fix all of their missing or erroneous BAS records in the 
ULS. As was documented in the October 1, 2003, SBE 
request for a second (and final) stay, this proved to be too 
short of a time period to accomplish this daunting task. 
Second, in the October 16, 2003, Order denying a 
further stay, the FCC incorrectly stated that "BAS licens-
ees have had almost a full year's notice, since November 
2, 2002, in which to file applications to complete and 
correct the BAS license records in the ULS." But, the ET 
Docket 01-75 Report & Order (R&O) was not published 
in the Federal Register until March 17, 2003 (hence the 
April 16, 2003, effective date). 

FCC staff especially should know that notice of a 
governmental action is not deemed given until publica-
tion in the Federal Register. Therefore, it would appear 
that the FCC has administratively erred, and that broad-
casters are entitled to a four and a half month further stay 
of the PCN requirement; stay tuned to the SBE web site 
(www.sbe.org) to see how this plays out. But, just in case 
no appeal gets filed ( it is a work in progress as of the date 
of this article), or, if filed, also gets denied, here is some 
of what you need to know about PCN. 

PCN PROTOCOLS 
PCN protocols are spelled out in Section 101.103(d) of 
the FCC Rules. Any application for a new station, or a 
major modification to an existing station, triggers the 
requirement. Section 1.929(d) of the FCC Rules defines 
what constitutes a "major" change for fixed, point-to-
point BAS stations: 

1. Transmitter site change in excess of 5 seconds in 
latitude or longitude. 

2. Any increase (relaxation) in frequency tolerance. 

3. Any increase in bandwidth. 
4. Any change in emission type. 
5. Any increase in EIRP exceeding 3 dB. 
6. In general, any increase in transmitting antenna 

height exceeding 3 meters. 
7. In general, any increase in the transmitting 

antenna beamwidth. 
8. Any change in polarization. 
For most cases, this will mean that any Form 601 

application involving a 950 MHz Aural BAS station will 
now be required to include a frequency coordination 
exhibit. 

In general, PCN is a two-step process: The first step 
is selecting a frequency, path and operational param-
eters that will not cause interference to any existing link 
(presumably this also includes checking that the new 
link will not receive interference from any existing link, 
as well, although this is not an explicit requirement). 
Then, notices must be sent to all studied stations, 
informing them of the selected frequency, path, and 
parameters; licensees receiving such PCNs then have 30 
days to respond. "No response" is presumed to mean 
that the notified station does not object to the proposal, 
although unfortunately it can also mean that, for a variety 
of reasons, the notification was never received. 

If, after the 30-day period, there are no " unresolved" 
coordination issues, a PCN exhibit can then be pre-
pared, certifying compliance with all of the PCN proto-
cols. This certification must not be done lightly, as the 
exhibit becomes part of the application and is accord-
ingly subject to Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United 
States Code prohibiting willful false statements made on 
any form or attachment submitted to the federal govern-
ment. The PCN exhibit must provide the names of all 
notified parties. In the event of an unresolved frequency 
coordination issue, an application and its PCN exhibit 
may still be filed, but must disclose and explain the basis 
of the dispute 

INTERFERENCE CRITERIA 
Section 101.105(c) of the FCC Rules provides "guide-

lines" for applying the interference protection criteria for 
fixed stations. This rule references Telecommunications 
Industry Association Telecommunications Systems Bul-
letin TSB- 10, " Interference Criteria for Microwave Sys-
tems." In effect, this rule says that if you follow TSB- 10F 
protocols (version F being the most recent edition), the 
FCC will not "second guess" your methodology; that is, 
following TSB- 10F can be considered as a "safe harbor." 

Unfortunately, TSB- 10F is dated June 1994, and is 
definitely now long in tooth. It was written primarily to 
address the frequency coordination of Common Carrier 
and Private Operational Fixed Service (POFS) links 
carrying hundreds of voice channels. It is silent on Aural 
BAS applications, which involve various combinations 
of analog mono links, analog stereo links, and digital 
links, and it is silent on modern-day TV BAS applications 
involving hybrid analog-digital links (e.g., the MRC 
TwinStream or the Nucomm DualStream). Section 
101.105(c)(2) states that if there are no "generally ac-
cepted" criteria for carrier-to-interference (C/I) ratios, 
then a co-channel C/I ratio of 90 dB or better, and an 
adjacent channel C/I ratio of 56 dB or better, shall apply 
(C/I is also known as the desired-to-undesired (D/U) 
signal ratio). 

At Hammett & Edison, and prior to the instant PCN 
requirement, we have used a co-channel D/11 criteria of 
60 dB or better, and an adjacent-channel D/U criteria of 
0 dB or better if the newcomer link is analog, and 10 dB 
or better if the newcomer link is digital (because digitally 
modulated links tend to have more energy near their 
band edges than do analog links). Alternatively, a noise 
degradation criteria can be used, where the newcomer 
station may not degrade the noise threshold of the 

protected link by more than 1 dB (this criteria is often 
used when the protected station is using digital modula-
tion). 

So, this raises an interesting point: If TSB-10F does 
not recognize certain modern-day BAS applications, 
does that mean that the default and exceedingly stringent 
protection criteria of 90 dB or better co-channel and 56 
dB or better adjacent-channel must be used? If so, this 
writer believes it unlikely that it will be possible to 
frequency coordinate any new or modified BAS links in 
the largest TV markets, where frequency congestion is 
heaviest. 

Yet another issue is what steps must be taken when a 
BAS record in the ULS is missing critical information such 
as receive end coordinates, receiving antenna height, and/ 
or receiving antenna type. At H&E, such missing informa-
tion means calling the station in question and obtaining the 
information, sometimes with considerable difficulty and 
expense. Others apparently take certain short-cuts. For 
example, in its October 7 filing opposing the SBE's request 
for a further stay of the PCN requirement, the National 
Spectrum Managers Association (NSMA) suggested that a 
commercial microwave frequency coordinator (CMFC, 
this writer's term) could simply send PCNs to all broadcast-
ers in the area, and let those stations figure out whether the 
proposed new link would be a problem. Talk about getting 
it backwards! In effect, NSMA would have all other 
stations do their engineering design homework for them. 
SBE pointed out this problem in its October 8 Reply, 
stating: 

"Supposing that the coordinators might just send PCN 
notices to every broadcaster in a market, this places a 
massive and completely unfair burden on broadcasters to 
review and analyze each and every PCN mailing to see for 
itself whether the application will have an effect on their 
facility. That process is exactly backwards, and does not exist 
now under the procedures used by the Part 74 volunteer 
coordinators operating under the auspices of the SBE. 

"The commercial coordinators must, under the PCN 
process, bear the burden of doing its homework first, and 
not to rely on protests to support its supposed coordination, 
based on a seriously flawed database, in order to set things 
right. If that is the case, the coordinator is providing no 
service at all, and is simply fishing in a murky pond. The 
present, local coordination procedures are far preferable 
and have worked fine due to the volunteer Part 74 coordi-
nators' familiarity with the market and the lack of reliance on 
the flawed ULS database." ... but, to no avail. 

Another CMFC reportedly simply assumes a receive 
location at a distance of 25 miles on the indicated 
transmit azimuth when missing or bogus receive end 
coordinates are found. This raises fascinating corollary 
questions such as what do they do when the transmit 
azimuth is also missing, and even when the transmit 
azimuth is available, and a completely arbitrary and 
capricious set of receive end coordinates are derived, 
what height and antenna type are assumed? The direc-
tivity of the receiving antenna can have a huge impact on 
the frequency coordination study. 

DIFFICULT TIMES AHEAD 
PCN will now substitute frequency coordination 

studies done by CMFCs most likely using just the ULS 
records for its frequency selection, and will likely forgo 
the wisdom and experience of a local BAS frequency 
coordinator. Although it is not the job of a volunteer 
coordinator to conduct detailed engineering studies 
(that is the obligation of the newcomer, or the newcomer's 
engineering consultant), what a local BAS coordinator 
does provide is information on who needs to be con-
tacted to ensure that the latest information on actual 
facilities is used, and this information can be invaluable. 

In contrast, a CMFC relying on only the ULS is less 
likely to generate an accurate frequency selection, at 
least until the errors and omissions for BAS records in the 
ULS get fixed. Given that PCN for BAS links is now here, 
it becomes all the more important for existing BAS 
licensees to ensure that their BAS records are accurate 
and complete in the ULS, even if this means filing 
multiple Form 601 applications, each with its own 
$120.00 filing fee. Otherwise, you may find a CMFC on 
the other side of the country issuing a PCN that will result 
in interference. 

Dane Ericksen is the Chairman of the SBE FCC Liaison 
Committee, as well as Senior Engineer, Hammett & Edison, Inc., 
Consulting Engineers, San Francisco, California. He can be 
reached at dericksen@h-e.com 
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Tips From the Field 

Padlock Security Tip 

Contributed by John Stortz - WKES. Lakeland, FL 

[TAMPA, Florida - December 2003] Several ot 

our tower sites use user-determined combination 

padlocks on the fence gates. These padlocks have 

four number wheels to set the combination. Here is 

what I have noticed: Usually persons entering will 

likely leave the padlock set to the combination until 

they depart. This makes the combination accessible 

to anyone who drives up and looks at the padlock. 

Those opening the gate should immediately 

change the thumbwheels, so others cannot read the 

combination from the open padlock. Furthermore, 

those numbers left exposed to the weather will show 

signs of "weathering" more than those numbers that 

remain inside the lock; the numbers for the lock's 

access eventually could become brighter than the 

other numbers. A way around this is to always reset 

the lock to "0000." This makes it much more difficult 

for an outsider to figure out the combination. 

OMB. the 

Looking for Information? 
Need Some Help? 

Your fellow broadcast professionals 
are ready to assist. 

Sign up now for the 
BROADCAST mailing list: 

www.broadcast.net/mailman/listinfo/broadcast 

Can You Give 
Something Back? 

Share your experience with others. 

Sign up now for the 
BROADCAST mailing list: 

www.broadcast.net/mailman/listinfo/broadcast 

Even Better Yet: 
* Write an article for 

Radio Guide Magazine. 

* It helps others see how 
you solved a problem. 

* It counts toward SBE 
Recertification. 

It isn't as hard as you think. 
We'll even help you through it! 

editor@radio-guide.corn 

uture of ommunication 

1,441 

1.1.4 TRANSUrre rne66.1 
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OUTPUT POWER 20 W(ADJUSTABLE) 

AVAILABLE FREQUENCIES FROM 200 MHz 

UP TO 960 MHz ( 20 MHz STEPS) 

DOUBLE CONVERSION 

INPUTS: MPX,MONO, 3 SCA 

EXTERNALLY SYNTHESIZED 

HIGH SENSIBILITY 

2 YEARS LIMITED WARRANTY 

SERVICE 

phone. ( 305) 477-0973 

(305) 477-0974 
fax. ( 305) 477-0611 

3100 NW 72nd. Ave. Unit 112 

MIAMI, Florida 33122 USA 

OMB AMERICA 

http://www.omb.com 

usa@omb.com 

more information about STL 
please visit us www.omb.com 

Things You 
Need to Know 

FCC Opens AM Filing Window 

(WASHINGTON, D.C. - December 2003] It has 
been a while since the FCC has accepted applications for 
new AM stations and for Major Changes to existing 
facilities in the Non-Expanded Band (under 1600 kHz 
and below). If your AM station has been waiting for an 
opportunity to make a major change (Community of 
License or frequency), there will be a five day window at 
the end of January when applications will be accepted. 

There are a couple of things worth noting about this 
window. Clearly the FCC is expecting more than a few 
applications, as they will freeze all Minor Change 
applications prior to opening this window. By the way, 
the definition of "minor" may have changed from the 
last time your station sought a CP. For example, the 
Commission has reclassified many technical changes 
in AM operations, such as modifications of power, 
antenna height or antenna location, hours of autho-
rized operation, or the addition of nighttime service, as 
minor changes. 

It would be a prudent move to check with your 
consulting engineer immediately to whether you can 
benefit from this process, which may include an 
auction to resolve some mutually exclusive applica-
tions. And, since Minor Change applications filed 
before the window will be protected, if you are 
planning any changes, it might be good to get them 
fi led immediately. 

Checking the calendar, the process stacks up as: 
1. Minor Changes need to be filed before January 

12, 2004 in order to be protected during the Major 
Change window. In fact, any Minor Change filed be-
tween January 12 and 30 will be dismissed. 

2. New Applications and Major Changes for Existing 
AM stations will be accepted ONLY from January 26th 
to January 30th, 2004. 

BROADCAST TOOLS ® ,r= 

"Rack-Ables" 
/ I I 

‘.21 

SS 2.1W 

. ID ea) 1º..   

SS 4.1111 SILENCE MONITOR HI 

k, 

SS 8.1 II RA-1 with FP-II Filler Panel 

The upgraded SS 2.1/TERM Ill & BNC III switcher/routers are improved with new 
front panel switches. They may be used as a desktop device, and are equipped with 

mounting holes for wall mount installation or may be installed on the new RA-1 
"Rack-Able" 1RU mounting shelf. 

The new "Rack-Able" SS 4.1 III switcher replaces the popular SS 3.1 while adding a 

forth stereo input channel and front panel control. We've kept the best of the SS 3.1 
features and added a few more. 

The new Silence Monitor III improves on the features of the original SSM, with front-

panel control, removable screw terminals, "Plug & Play" installation, built-in program 

switcher, restore timing delay, aural alarm and relays for most remote functions. 
Now rackablel 

The new SS 8.1 II switcher replaces the popular 6x1 with the addition of two more 

stereo input channels and GPI, while keeping the price the same! The SS 8.1 II may be 

desktop, wall mounted or installed on the new "Rack-Able" mounting shelf. 

The new RA- 1 ( 1- RU rack shelf) provides mounting for three tri-rack or two half- rack 

"Rack-Able" configured products. The RA-1 is pre- drilled for flush and recessed product 

mounting. The RA- 1 is furnished with filler panels and mounting hardware. 

tools 
www.broadcasttools.com 

Look for additional " Rack-Able"products soon. 

639 Sunset Park Drive • Suite 101 
Sedro-Woolley, WA 98284 USA 
(360) 854-9559 • FAX: ( 360) 854-9479 
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From the Transmitter Shack 

The Transmitter I Loved From Afar 
by Don Kimberlin 

[LANDIS, NC - December 20031 I only saw her 
once, but I fell in love with her immediately. She was 
then a young beauty of a Westinghouse FM transmit-
ter located at WFLA in Tampa. She had first been 
installed at WFLA's separate FM site on the 22nd 
Street Causeway just outside downtown, and when 
WFLA put channel 8 on the air, they moved her to the 
new TV transmitter site at Riverview and gave her a 
side-mounted antenna 900-odd feet up. 

From there, she produced the most commanding 
sort of FM signal from her 10 kW RF output that one 
could imagine. Her 93.3 FM signal boomed like a 
local all the way across Florida, from its Gulf Coast 
to the Atlantic. That was proved in a curious way, 
when during FM's darkest days, WFLA applied to the 
FCC to reduce her power level in order to save some 
pennies in power bills and tubes. The FCC refused to 
permit a reduction in her power because farmers 
over on the Atlantic coast objected, saying they 
listened to her for their farm reports early each day. 

A PINUP FOR THE MIND 
I carried a picture of her in my mind for years. 

Then, one day, I found the photo you see here in the 
broadcast archive at www.oldradio.com. Although 
this is one of her 3 kW smaller sisters, the photo 
shows the same family characteristics that so enam-
ored me in that one brief visit almost a half century 
ago. Look at all that instrumentation! It looks like 
every tube in every stage was metered individually! 

And, check out all those telephone lever switches! 
As I recall, it appeared everything back inside was 
motor-driven and controllable from the front panel! 
You could tune that baby from zero to max while 
admiring her full frontal view! 

OPEN VIEW 
Better yet, look at those panoramic windows! 

Looking inside her was like looking over a veritable 
telecommunications landscape, where you could 
even see the position of every remote switch and 
rotary inductor throughout her inner electronic be-
ing! 

Yes, I have to openly admit, I loved her from afar 
all those years ago, and I have yearned to love her in 
person ever since. But, like a movie star, she was the 
property of someone else, and alas, she is my one 
and only unrequited transmitter love to this very day! 

Get Each Issue of Radio Guide 

Now on CD! 
The BDR is Now Adding an Archive Edition 

of Each Issue of Radio Guide. With Version 1.7 
the entire year 2003 is now available. 

The BDR (Broadcaster's Desktop Reference) 
is an ongoing effort to provide useful tools, 
information, and history of 
interest to broadcasters. 

The CD includes several 
sets of Radio Utilities, an AM 
and FM/TV database viewer 
(including DA patterns), as well 
as EAS printer paper sources, 
project schematics, historical data and pictures — 
even some interesting Top Ten lists. 

Recent additions include the FCC and EAS 
checklists, and some equipment manuals. Having 
this out at the transmitter site can save you lots of 
time and effort. 
A Table of Contents for the BDR can be found 

at: www.oldradio.com/latest.htm 
The proceeds from this CD are going to be put 

into improving the next edition of the CD, and 
supporting Oldradio.com and its efforts to document 
and display the history of our industry. 

We are suggesting something in the range of 
$15-$20 (or more, if you really want to support the 
Oldradio Project). 

We'll send you a copy of the CD (via postal 
service), and personally notify you when Version 
2.0 is made available. (The plan is to provide a 
free upgrade to registered users, or an updated 
CD for just the cost of shipping and handling.) 

Please send your check or money order to: 
Barry Mishkind, 2033 S. Augusta Place 

Tucson, Arizona 85710 
Please include your snailmail and email address. 

Thanks for your support of OLDRADIO.COM - Barry M. 

Radio Guide 
Book Shelf 

Good Hacking 

Among the books that I find most useful are those 
that anticipate my needs and make it easy to accom-
plish my goals. O'Reilly has several series of books 
that do this, depending upon my needs of the 
moment. 

DEALING WITH ANNOYANCES 
For example, the "Annoyances" series, including 

PC Annoyances: How to Fix the Most Annoying 
Things About Your Personal Computer by Steve 
Bass, are books that cover many of the issues that 
arise when someone asks "What is it about PC that 
bothers you the 
most?" This easy 
to read book helps 
get you past the 
roadblocks that 
seem determined 
to prevent your PC 
and your software 
from talking to 
each other prop-
erly. 

As you can 
imagine, the An-
noyance series 
has books to dis-
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PC 
ANNOYANCES 
Itou o î, th, Alli10.11ng rhtngs 

About lbw Personal Computer 

Steve Bass 
KIIMICoovieriop 

cuss various OSs and programs, including XP. Win-
dows XP Annoyances by David Karp focuses on the 

various things XP does differently from other OSs and 
offers solutions, tips, workarounds and warnings to 
help you customize and troubleshoot your XP set-
tings. You can see a sample from the book at http:/ 
/www.oreilly.com/catalog/pcannoy/ as well as links 
for literally dozens of utilities (many free) to help 
manage your computer. 

IF YOU REALLY WANT TO DIG IN ... 
Another O'Reilly series takes a different ap-

proach. Once a power user gets their computer set 
right, and everything running smoothly, the "hacker" 
mentality often sets in: "What can I do to make this 
better?" And, this is where the "Hacks" series comes 
in to play. Each Hacks book contains 100 tips, tools, 
and tricks to change the unchangeable, control the 
controls, etc. In other words, here are ideas from 
folks who seek to squeeze out the best from every-
thing. 

For example, if you have your Windows XP 
machine set up and running, perhaps you would like 
to know how to " press the pedal to the metal" so to 
speak. Preston Gralla's Windows XP Hacks include 
information on speeding up file downloads, fixing 
network problems, surfing anonymously, and more. 

The entire series of Hacks books can be found at 
http://hacks.oreilly.com and, in addition to XP, has 

books devoted to hacking your way to the best Linux 
Server and Mac OS. Additional tips and tricks en-
hance wireless computing, Google, eBay — there is 
even a book list 
ing 100 TiVo 
Hacks. There are 
samples of the 
hacks from each 
book on line, 
along with addi-
tional readers con-
tributions. 

O'Reilly, a 
well regarded 
source of informa-
tion for program-
mers and users, 
also publishes a 
wide variety of 
books on different 
applications and 
programming languages, with information for begin-
ners as well as experienced programmers. Links to 
information on Java to C/C++ to . NET, and many 
more languages, as well as a comprehensive catalog, 
can be found right on the home page: 
www.oreilly.com, or call them at 800-998-9938 

WINDOWS XP 
HACKS 

100 industnal-Strength Tips& Tools 
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• Mosfet technology and switching power supply 
• Controlled by microprocessor 
• Stainless steel cabinets 
• High efficiciency and low consumption 
• Rack included 
• 18 Months Warranty 

If you need mor4e-cification 
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se our web http://wwvv.omb.com 

• 2000 W. FM transmitter with stereo generator 
• 4 bay antenna System 

(other antenna systems call OMB) 
• • 2 [IA Flange 7/8 Connectors 
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• L 

$11 ,335m1Jft; .4441) 

FM Antennas 

60DW to 10kVY 
in Stock .. 
eiick Delivery 

• Low pass filter built-in 
• Complete alarm system 
• Synthesized 88-108 MHz (Broadband) 
• Forced air cooling system 
• Normally in stock 
• Technical support 

• 1000 W. FM transmitter 
with stereo generator 

• 4 bay antenna System 
(other antenna systems call OMB) 
2 EIA Flange 7/8 Connectors 

$7,900.00 

AMERICA 3100 NW 72 nd. Avenue Unit 112 

MIAMI, F orido 33122 
Ph.: 305 477-0973 — 305 477-0974 (6 linens) 
Fax: 305 477-0611 

Internet. http://www.omb.com 
e-mail: ombusa@bellsouth.net 
Videoconference: 1 305 5940991/92 
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New tubes are now manufactured by Econco 
in expanded facilities in Woodland, California. 

tel ECONCO 
Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com 

Intl: + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760 

r•"'", 

, I 

P. Mile Ft 
EXCHANGE 
www.dpowerx.com 

Discontinued types 

are our speciality ... 

MRF 
BLF 
BLV 

BLW 
SD 
TP 

Please contact us for pricing and delivery at: 

Phone: 954-344-7379 Fax: 954-344-7310 

Dave Gilden: dgilden@rfpowerx.com 

COMMERCIAL RADIO COMPANY 

ORIGINAL PARTS, NEW AND USED FOR 
RCA, GATES, CONTINENTAL, COLLINS, 
CCA and RAYTHEON TRANSMITTERS 

CAPACITORS: MICA TRANSMITTING - CERAMIC RF 

VARIABLE AIR - FIXED AND VARIABLE VACUUM 

NON-PCB OIL FILLED CAPACITORS & NON-PCB 

TRANSMITTER REPLACEMENT KITS, RESISTORS, 

RHEOSTATS, & WESCHLER AC, DC, RF METERS. 

Phone: 802-226-7582 Fax 802-226-7738 

Terms: VISA, MASTERCARD, AMEX, COD, and pre-approved PO's 

DA HOOK DA GAP 
Safety Grounding Hook Lightning Dissapation Gap 

Solid Brass Hook & Hardware 

Fiberglass Rod Handle 

#10 Copper Cable & Alligator Clip 

Available with Horn or Ball Gaps 

Patented (#5,661,262) 

Hot Adjust Mechanism 

To purchase, or for more technical data, 
telephone, write, or email home page. 

Wilk Science and Technology Inc. 

1112 North Grove Avenue, Oak Park, Illinois 60302 

Telephone & Fax: (708) 524-8588 

http://members.tripod.com/w70mum/edwilk.htm 

The KONTROLLEX A-1 
The speaker & warning light solution. 

Special combo offer 
of $229.00 for the 

A-1 & warning Light 

JASONI ELECTRONICS 
3149 E. Desert Inn Rd #94, Las Vegas, NV 89121 
Phone: 702-791-3394 Email: jasonidgp@juno.com 

"Energy Control Systems & Powerware 

. .. A Winning Combination" 

Offering a complete line of Single and Three Phase UPS's 

to the broadcast industry, to solve all 9 Power Problems. 

Power Failure. Power Sag, Power Surge (spiÀe) 

IndermItage (brownout), Overvoltage, Electrical Line Noise, 

Frequency lUriation, Switching Transients and Harmonic Divortion 

Large :nventory of refurbished UPS's with new batteries. 

Special prices to Radio Guide readers. 

Energy Control Systems - Fort Worth Texas 

Phone: 800-383-6956 ‘1 ebsite: N%Ns%%.ec...intl.com 

SAVE MONEY TODAY www.ebroadcast.com 

Itlellroadcast Cor;e7r, 
'JEW TUBES. MADE II THE USA 

3000 HOUR FULL WARRANTY 
Your source tor ECOIICO tie,/ 

examples 
3CX2500A3-$788 

4CX3500A- $1750 
4CX5000A- $1595 

$950 
YU148 

SUBJECT 
TO 

STOCK 

Check us out 
online for 

information 
on our other 
product lines 
and what we 
are about! 

CALL US TODAY 800-870-9233 USA 

AM- FM- SW 

Electronics, Inc. 
CCA, CSI, SI Transmitter Parts 

Replacement parts, schematics, 

and manuals are in stock. 

Call Vernon Boyce 770-529-6777 

Fax 678-574-9712 
www.ccaelectronics.com 

yernon@ccaelectronics.com 

D&C Electronics Co. 
- New Tubes - 

We have the alternatives for all your needs, 
at the lowest prices, direct from our stock! 

EIMAO, SVETLANA, PRO-TEK, EEV, and many others 

352-688-2374 or 800-881-2374 

VISA & MASTERCARD Accepted VISA 

- Quality PREM 

Tronoformers 

Fri 1-/87 Mounting Holes 

Industrial Glass Epoxy 

ElZeird (2"x2.3") Response 30 - 30 
»Plated thru Holes (Increasing above 30 K) 

-Audio Lightning Isolator (cf Hum ISO) 

Hertel Enginékeiiiti. 

Newman Kees 

Measurements 

8611 Slate Rd 

Evansville, IN 

47720 

812-963-3294 
nkenleeterightbb can 

$24 95 ea. 
Free Shepptng 

sr/ on Order of • or more 

Power Quality & Protection is no longer an "option," it's a " must! 

In today's "high tech" Broadcast environment, 

sensitive solid state electronics demand "clean power." 
Since 1987, we've offered a complete line of 

Power Quality Products to the broadcast industry. 

• Lightning/Surge Protectors for 
Coax, Studio & Transmitters 

• Power Conditioners 

• Voltage Regulators 

• Generators 

• UPS Systems ( 1&3 phase) 

• Inverters/Converters 

• Batteries 

• Ground Rods 

• Grounding Systems 

Energy Control Systems - Fort Worth, Texas 

Phone: 800-383-6956 Website: www.ecsintl.com 

gle RE PARTS' 
COMPANY 

Catalog 
Available 

Svetlana • Taylor • Eimac • Amperex • M/A-Com 

Motorola Toshiba • Thompson • Mitsubishi 

Se Habla Español • We Export 

800-737-2787 
760-744-0700 • Email: rfp@rfparts.com 

sidnuw.r na .4,1e.çirn 

Transmitters & Antennas 
Harris FM- 1, 1kW, 90.9 MHz - Phase-Tek, 5kW, 90.5 MHz 

CCA 2.5G, 2.5 kW, 91.3 MHz - CSI, 5kW, 88.1 MHz 

CCA FM3000, 3kW, 92.1 MHz - Harris MW10B, 10kW, 1040 kHz 

Dieelectric 5-bay w/radomes on 88.1 

Phelps Dodge 3-bay on 92.1 

Jampro 3-bay w/radomes on 99.5 

Dielectric 1-bay w/radome on 90.9 

Vernon Baker 
Phone: 540-961-2377 Fax: 540-951-5282 

Email: vbaker@mail.vtacs.com 

Chris Scott Associates 
Visit cur wehmte 

www.scott-inc.com 

Tm SPACE WISE® 
'The PRICE and QUALITY Leader In Studio Furniture! TM 

CALL US AT 
800-775-3660 

eirlinglibbes SEE US AT 
SPACEWISE COM 

•-1 25 YEARS OF BROADCAST 

EXPERIENCE GOES 

INTO OUR SYSTEMS 

Affordably customized systems in several price ranges. 
Professional quality woodshop construction. components 
real woods, and premium laminates! Built to order, easy 
to assemble. Economically and safely delivered crated to you! 

Powerful Everyday Solutions By CircuitWerkes 

The DR- 10 Telephone Dial-Up 

Controller & Audio Interface. 

Great for unattended Remotes, 

Automated recording & more! 

4..• • : r.aaam• 
  t p 

if eginlittti., 

The AC- 12 Telephone 

Autocoupler bank form ulti-

line IFB.Networks. Etc, 

Get Info & tech manuals online at: 
www.circuitwerkes.com 

352-335-6555 Fax: 352-380-0230 
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D 
Cs 

DIVERSIFIED 

COMMUNICATIONS 

SYSTEMS 

9139 Route 18 

Cranes‘ ille, PA 16410 

814-756-3053 

"SERVING BROADCASTERS SINCE 1981" 

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT REPAIR 
Audio/RF Equipment - Al\l/FM Transmitters 

Free Consultation/Loaners Available 

BROADCAST SERVICES 
AM/FM Antenna System Testing & Repair 

NRSC Measurements 

Turnkey AM/FM/LPFM Transmitter 
and Studio Installations 

Compliance/Facility Inspections 

www.divcomm.biz 
Email: rpogson,a aol.com 

Professional 
Equipment Repair 

• Consoles 

▪ Exciters 

• STLS 

▪ Automation Systems 

11- Audio Processors 

bi- Transmitters 

Pi- Remote Equipment 

at Lightner Electronics, Inc. 

Toll Free: 866-239-3888 e o 
www.LightnerElectronics.com 

McPherson Radio Corporation 
Specializing in pre-owned QEI transmitter products. 

QEI - 6 Month Warranty - QEI 

All equipment tuned and tested on your frequency. 
MRC has a repair facility to meet your broadcast needs, 
for repair of QEI exciters and low power transmitters. 

Other broadcast manufacturer products are welcomed too. 

Contact: Bob Brown at 856-232-1625 

Email: rjbeme@aol.com 

We Buy a Sell 
Used Transmitters a Antennas 
USA and International — Contact us for a quote. 

NOW SAVE $$$ ON USED TEST EQUIPMENT! 

HP & Tektronix Scopes, Spectrum Analyzers 
& Signal Generators — Call for fantastic prices! 

We also offer REPAIR SERVICE at reasonable rates 
for all brands of test equipment & TELFAX remote units. 

A/Q America 
Phone: 515-432-5780 Fax: 801-761-2511 

Email: cjp2020@hotmail.com 

I BUY AUDIO 
Misc., EQ, Compressors/Limiters 

Pre's, FX, Mixers, Recorders 

Amps, Speakers, Kebrds, Guitars 

Working or not. 

Call or Fax: 805-976-9494 
aroomwithavu@earthlink.net 

Michael Patton 
& Associates 

• AM Directional Antenna Repairs 

• AM Ground Systems Installation 

• AM Antenna Broadbanding 

• IBOC Implementation 

• AM/FM/LPTV Transmitter Rebuilding 

• Turnkey Transmitter Site Installations 

• Studio Construction — Digital/Analog 

• Equipment Repair & Calibration at 
our shop. 

Mike Patton - Owner 

12563 Parkciel Ave, Baton Rouge, LA 70816 

www.michaelpatton.com mike@michaelpatton.com 

Office: 225-752-4189 Fax: 225-756-3343 

Cell Phone: 225-266-9745 

Microphone Flags 
Your First Choice 
for Quality and Service 

4111e Custom & Blank MicFlags 

CO (1 
NEWS 

All Shapes and Sizes 4111P 
Stock and Custom FOX rg/ 

N EWS 7f ° 

800.450.6275 www.micflags.com 

Surplus EquipmEnt SalEs 
Yamaha 01V, digital production mixer, new box $1300 

Panasonic SV-3800, DAT recorder. $550 

Eventide BD-955, digital broadcast delay. $600 

Texar Prisms, one pair, 4-band audio processors. $850 

Audiometrics PW-100A, stereo rack power amp. $125 

Surplus Equipment Sales Co. 
PO Box 2193, Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004 

610-664-4539 E-mail: mygear@netzero.net 

It I ..onmunoka...••• 

FIVI Prospector: For Professional 
FIVI Frequency Searches 

FM Prospector is the ideal low-cost 

frequency search program. 

• FREE FM Database downloads 

• Find new channels 

• Upgrade stations 

• Create area-to-locate maps 

• LPFM & full service spacings 

• Find translator channels 

The -Leader" in broadcast engineering software 
800 743-3684 
www v-soft.com 

WANTED! 
Older audio equipment for immediate purchase! 

Especially compressors & mic preamps. 
Langevin, RCA, Pultec, Universal Audio, 

Fairchild, Collins, WE, Altec, etc. 

Microphones: Neumann, AKG, RCA, Telefunken, etc. 

U.R.E.I. Compressors: Models 1176, LA-2, LA-3, LA-4 

Mark Linett 
818-244-1909 Fax: 818-500-0742 yrplace@earthlink.net 

MOORETRONIX 
BROADCAST & INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 

Our 3" Year 
Our client list continues to grow. 
Thank you for your confidence 
and equipment purchases. 

We Re-Condition 
Pacific Recorders BMX l-Il-III, AMX, 
ABX and RMX, Stereo-Mixer and 

Mixer News-Mixer products. 

Solve Your System Wiring Problems Fast! 

se • 

RP. OM. 

With STEREOTRACER 

See our Web News-Update page, for details. 

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812 

VVVVW.MOORETRONIX.COM 

Bay Country Broadcast EquipmEnt 

Your #1 Source for Quality 
Used Broadcast Equipment 

Call us for our latest list of quality, in stock radio 
broadcast equipment, or view it at our website: 

Bay Country Broadcast Equipment 

http://www.baycountry.com 
(Websi(e Updated Daily) 

info@baycountry.com 
877-722-10M (Toll Free) 786-513-0812 ( Fax) 

rf Software, Inc. 
rfInvestigator V2.0 Available Nov.1 

Automatic Antenna Pattern Designer 
Longley-Rice Propagation Analysis Option 

USGS Topo Maps Available 
Call for a free 30-day demo! 

milsoftwareicom 352.336.7223 

Earn Your Degree at Home! 
Cleveland Institute of Electronics 

www.cie-wc.edu 

Visit our Web Site for detailed course 5'-''FREEJ / 

descriptions, tuition prices or for a Cate, 
FREE Course Catalog. . 

CIE offers a variety of comprehensive yet affordable independent study 

training programs in electronics and computer technology! 

Partial list of programs offered: 

• A.A.S. in Electronic Engineering 

• Electronics Communications 

Call 0001 243-6446 for details. 

Visit www.ciebookstore.com 
• 19 Self-Study Lessons 

• Instructor Support 

• Certificate upon completion 

• Graded Exams 

FCC COURSE on CD - $49.95 
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FINAL STAgE 
Send your information for publication to: radio@broadcast.net 

Date Book 

Radio Conference Guide 
List your Convention or Gathering Here 

Email: radio@hroadcast. net 

Great Lakes Broadcast Conf. — March 7-9 
Lansing, Michigan 
www.michmab.com/conferences/glbcmain.html 

IBS College Radio Conf. — Mar 1 2-14 - New York 
www.ibsradio.org 

Black College Radio — April 1 6-1 7 — Atlanta, GA 
www.blackcollegeradio.com 

NAB Spring 2004 — April 1 7-2 2 — Las Vegas, NV 
www.nab.org 

Hamvention® 2004 — May 14-1 6 — Dayton, Ohio 
www.hamvention.org 

NAB Radio Show — October 6-8 — San Deigo, CA 
www.nab.org 

"Field Notes" 
Letters From Our Readers 

Dear Editor: 

I liked very much your article in the 
November 2003 issue of Radio Guide en-
titled: " Broadcast Maintenance in the 21st 
Century." It sure tells it like it is, and how it 
was. I remember one GM saying that engi-
neers were a necessary evil. I let him know 
that, without us, he wouldn't have a job. 

Shortly after that ... I didn't, but I didn't 
I ike working there anyhow. Good work and 
thanks. 

From: Larry Bloomfield, Bloomfield 
Enterprises, LLC 

Dear Cornelius: 

I found your part 10 a really fine explana-
tory writing... laman owner, not a full time 
engineer. Keep up the good work. 

From: Gui! Dye 

Cornelius Gould Replies: 
Thanks tor the good words!!! 
I have parts 1-7 [Audio Processing From 

the Ground Upl located on my website: 
http:/gould.com/processing/ More will be 
posted as the .pdf's roll in! We're glad to 
have you on board with Radio Guide, and 

hope you enjoy all the nifty things to come! 

Dear Editor: 
The magazine looks way better with the 

higher-quality paper, in my humble opin-

ion. Thoroughly enjoyed your article on 
maintenance and read with interest the 

article on LTLPAM (lower than low-power 
AM). 

From: Rich Rohhin 

Radio Guide Replies: 

2003 Vt/c1S a year of change for us, and 
we 're doing our best to provide you with the 
the articles and readability that you need. 

••  • 

T. err gel" lie 
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Radio Guide Ads: Dec-03 

Advertiser - Page 
Armstrong Transmitters - 23 
Audemat-Aztec - 9 
Avcom-Ramsey - 21 
Balsys - 9 
BEXT - 15 
Broadcast Connection - 15 
Broadcast Devices - 19 
Broadcast Software Intl. - 3 
Broadcast Tools - 24 
Broadcast Warehouse - 15 
Conex Electro Systems - 13 
D&H Antennas - 11 
Decade Transmitters - 9 
Econco Tubes - 9 & 28 
Electronic Mfg. - 19 
Energy Onix - 2 
ERI - 5 
Harris - 32 
Henry Engineering - 2 
Inovonics - 5 
JK Audio - 7 
Kahn Communications - 23 
Larcan FM Translators - 7 
Lightner Electronics - 7 
Micro Communications - 21 
Not Ltd. - 21 
OMB America - 24 & 27 
Omnia Audio - 16 
Orban - 32 
Peter Dahl - 11 
Phasetek - 19 
Prophet Systems - 31 
RF Specialties - 13 
SCMS Inc. - 11 
Sine Systems - 21 
Telos - 17 
TFT - 11 
Tieline - 5 
Transcom - 13 

Website 

www.armstrongtx.com 
www.audemat-aztec.com 
www.ramseyelectronics.com 
www.balsys.com 
www.bext.com 
www.broadcastconnection.com 
www.broadcast-devices.com 
www.bsiusa.com 
www.broadcasttools.com 
www.broadcastwarehouse.com 
www.conex-electro.com 
www.dhsatellite.com 
www.decade.ca 
www.econco.com 
www.rectifiers.com 
www.energy-onix.com 
www.eriinc.com 
www.broadcast.harris.com 
www.henryeng.com 
www.inovon.com 
www.jkaudio.com 
none 
www.larcan.com 
www.lightnerelectronics.com 
www.mcibroadcast.com 
www.nottltd.com 
www.omb.com 
www.omniaaudio.com 
www.orban.com 
www.pwdahl.com 
www.phasetekinc.com 
www.prophetsys.com 
www.rfspec.com 
www.scmsinc.com 
www.sinesystems.com 
www.telos-systems.com 
www.tftinc.com 
www.tieline.com 
www.fmamtv.com 

://Radio BrotesEr 
Broadcast Archives 

Radio History on the Web 

www.oldradio.com 

Radio Broadcast Links 

Industry-wide database of radio web-links. 
www.radiolinks.net 

Orban Product Manuals On-Line 

Free, downloadable copies of Orban tech 

manuals at: ftp://ftp.orban.com/ 

Part 11 - EAS 

www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/waisidx_02/ 

47cfr11_02.html 

Part 15 - Unlicensed Operation 

www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/waisidx_02/ 

47cfr15_02.html 

Part 73 - Licensed Operation 

www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/waisidx_02/ 

47cfr73_02.html 

Part 90 - Licensed TIS/HAR 

www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/waisidx_02/ 

47cfr90_02.html 

Monitor Gear 

Dayton FM/SCA Receivers 
MODEL 200A FM/SCA Monitor/Receiver 

The AF 200A is an FM and FM/SCA profes-
sional style receiver/monitor. It's many applica-
tions include station monitoring and EAS moni-
toring. 

The AF200A is an improved version of the 

Dayton Industrial Corporation Model AF200 
which has become the industry standard for FM/ 
SCA reception over the past 20 years. 

The receiver is phase lock loop (P.L.L.) 
controlled (88 to 108 MHz), with a 67 or 92kHz 
(selectable) SCA de-modulator. The receiver has 
all internal controls, is housed in a metal case 
and designed for professional installations. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Tuning Range: 88 to 108 MHz, selected by internal 
DIP switch in 100 kHz steps. 

Sensitivity: Main: 1.0 microvolt, 12 dB SINAD, 
limiting at 3 uV; SCA: 7 uV (30 dB SINAD). 

Frequency Response: Main: 20HZ to 15kHz 
(-3dB): SCA: 4 kHz min, (6KHz w/o De-emphasis). 

De-emphasis: Main: None/50/75 uS; SCA: None/ 
1 50/220 uS. 

Distortion: Main: Less than 1% THD at 100% Mod; 
SCA: Less than 1.5% THD. 

Maximum s/n: 60 dB - AM Rejection: 50dB. 

Main to SCA crosstalk: >50 dB down. 

Adj Channel Rejection: 40 dB. 

Line Output: 1.0 V rms, 600 Ohms. 

SPKR Output: 0.5 Watt into 8 Ohms. 

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION 

2237 Industrial Blvd., Sarasota, FL 34234 
Tel: 941-351-4454 Fax: 941-351-6081 

daytonindustrial.com 

Industry Updates 

ERI Buys Andrew Assets 
Chandler, Indiana - November 24, 2003 - 

Electronics Research announced today that it 
has closed on its agreement to purchase from 

Andrew Corporation, selected assets from its 
Orland Park, Illinois location, and all of the 

assets at its Gray, Maine facility. The selected 
assets sold include filters, combiners and RF 
components for television and FM radio, an-
tenna systems for television broadcast applica-

tions, and rigid transmission line products in-
cluding the MACXLine(r) and GUIDELine(r) 
brands. Financial details of the transaction are 
not being disclosed. 

Contact: Bill Harland 
Telephone: 812-925-6000, Ext. 214 

E-mail: bharland@eriinc.com 
Website: www.eriinc.com 
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"We've identified our needs and 

we're absolutely convinced the 

solution is NexGen." 

Gordon Carter 

WFMT-Chicago 

"A beginner to the industry, 

I found NexGen easy to learn. 

The flexibility really makes the 

system work for you." 

Amy Flaherty 

KNOM-Nome Alaska 

"NexGen is doing exactly 

what we expected. We're 

extremely pleased." 

Clint Barrick 

KOHM 

Texas Tech University 

NexGen "increases operation 

efficiency" and "allows our 

staff to be more productive." 

Jim Clark 

KBYI 

Brigham Young 
University-Idaho 

o3Si 
PROPHET SYSTEMS 

1-877-774-1010 
www.prophetsys.com 
sales@prophetsys.com 

NexGen 2 Studio Suite, the 
revolutionary "all in one" radio 
system designed with you in mind. 

Prophet Systems has integrated all our software packages 

into one ultra powerful software suite, NexGen 2 Studio 

Suite. NexGen 2 is the product of our many years of 

experience, and our well deserved reputation for thinking 

outside of the box. NexGen 2 utilizes the same classic 

Prophet feature-rich software, but it's packaged into 

hardware that maximizes your investment of money and 

time like never before! 

Musicn en 
Finally a professional music scheduler at a great price-FREE! 
Download MusicGen from our website, and keep it as our 

contribution to great radio! 

Choose from four affordable Studio 

solutions, each designed to handle 

your specific needs. 

Studio 11 - $4,500 

Cost-effective solutions for the 

standalone AM, FM or LPFM. Ideal for 

remote or home-based voice tracking 

and music scheduling. 

Studio 22 - $7,000 

Designed for mostly automated, 

satellite or voice tracked stations. 

Studio 41 - $7,500 

:'.trnr ee ebsidtree 
Perfect for active control rooms and 

production studios. 4"-- f‘eseaie ae 

The best of both worlds! This seivaatophets 
Studio 44 - $9,700 seen 

powerful workstation can handle live 

or automated operations. 

With any Studio solution, we 

include all the software you 

need to run your station. 

NexGen Digital 

WANcastingTM 

VoiceTRAC 

MusicGen 

CDX/AFC 

Digital Reel-to-Reel 

PhoneTRAC 



Are you 
ready for a 
breakout 
performance? 

The notion of " perfect sound" is always going to 

be odder for debate among radio pros far and wide. 

Bu: .egardless of what you hear as " perfect" most PD's 

and engir eers agree that major market radio sound 

demands consistent loidness, punch, and clarity. In fact, 

more than ever, it demands the Orban Optimod-FM 8400. 

With tve times the raw processing power of its predecesso -, 

the Oroars Optimod-FM 8400 delivers a consistently louder 
_ 

signal with lower d.tortion than any other product on the 
e. 
market, analog or digital.. and at lower cost. The " ook 

ahead' intelligent design Teans you'll pump out polished, 

balanced sound 7.egarcfiess of the input — be it speech or 

music — and you have the flexibility of customizing that 

sound with over 20 expertly designed preset audio textures. 

The Orban Optimod-FM 8400 also features three levels 

of password-protected access control and full TCP/IP 

network .and PC dial-up remote control. What a package. 

But th;en...you wanted perfect, didn't you? 

For more inforrnat or on the Orban Optimod-FM 8400 

calI us today at 1-800.-622-0022. 

www.broadcast.harris.com 
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